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Abstract

Leamed associations between object properties allow
manipulations

for quick and accurate

of objects that we encounter repeatedly. In the laboratory, even novel

associations can be quickly established. Haffenden and Goodale (2000) found that
leamed associations between color and size affected gnp scaling for both visually guided

grasping and manual estimations of size. But, how specific are these associations? To
determine

if

the learned associations made by the perception and action systems are

equally tolerant

to

within-category color changes, lighter-shaded "untrained" target

objects were added to Haffenden and Goodale's color-size association paradigm. In
Study

l,

colour specificity was not demonstrated during perceptual estimations of size.

Training u/as generalized within colour categories

-

manual estimations

of size were

influenced by both the trained and lighter-shaded untrained colours. These same cues
were not integrated into visuomotor control. In Study 2 an individual,
QP, who has a

deficit in explicit colour working memory (excluding the colour blue), was examined on
this visuomotor and perceptual t¿sk and compared to age and gender matched controls.
QP demonstrated immediate differences in Srip scaling while grasping prior to training.

Not only was she grasping blocks differently based on their colour, her grip scaling for
dark blue and red fell outside the

95o/o

CIs of contols participants. However, after

haining her grip scaling was well within this range. Unlike control participants who
showed specificity for training while grasping, QP's gnp scaling was influenced by the

light red untrained block, but not the light blue. That is, QP showed specificity for blues
but not reds - a pattern consistent with her explicit colour memory functioning.
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CHAPTER

1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Preamble
'We

move about and interact with objects in our environment so effortlessly that

the complexities of these interactions are rarely noticed. When picking up our favorite
coffee mug or pen, it is a simple matter to look where we remember leaving it, reach out,

and accurately pick

it up. But is it really that simple? When we reach out to pick

up

familiar objects, the posture of our hand and flrngers reflect the orientation, shape, size,
and function of the object, as well as what we plan to do with

it.

Our visuomotor system

utilizes well established associations between object properties and movement kinematics

for anticipatory control of movement. This anticipatory control allows for quick

and

accurate manipulations of familiar objects without requiring a complete dependence on

"moment-to-moment" sensory feedback control about object properties (Gordon,
Westling, Cole, Johansson, 1993). The purpose of the present series of studies was to
investigate the processes underlying learned perceptual associations. In particular, how

specific are learned associations as utilized by our visuomotor system? How do these
cues influence our perceptions

of those objects? And what role does memory play in

these processes? Before these issues can be addressed, one must first understand the
organization of the visual system and current visual system theories.

Visual System Function and Organization

The human visual system can detect and discriminate between an incredibly
diverse assortment of stimuli including objects that are chromatic or achromatic, in
motion or static, patterned or plain, two-dimensional or three. Within the visual system,
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functional specializations for various visual components are evident. These complex
transformations begin when light energy enters the retina. This information is carried via

ganglion cells to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGl.Ð of the thalamus, which is the main
relay path between the retina and primary visual cortex

(Vl)

and secondary visual area

V2 where it then diverges to higher cortical visual areas (Sincich and Horton, 2005). In
addition to the dominant visual path from the eye to the LGN, other subcortical structures
are targeted. For example, Íu(ons emerging from the retina also project to the superior
colliculus, a structure of the tectum in the midbrain. This retinotectal pathway is involved

in orienting the eye toward a stimulus that initially

appears

Vl

vision and, like the LGN, also receives connections from

in the peripheral field of

(for review see Milner and

Goodale, 1995). Although the older subcortical pathways have been vigorously
investigated in both mammals and other vertebrate classes, such as rodents, reptiles and

birds, an emphasis

will be placed on the cortical visual

corresponding cognitive and motor processes

in both

areas, their function, and

healthy and brain damaged

individuals

As mentioned above, most of the information from the retina is brought to the

LGN via the optic nerve (ganglion cells). This information is then projected to

the

primary visual cortex via three separate pathways, parvocellular, koniocellular, and
magnocellular, which target different regions

of Vl.

The parvo channel

is

colour

selective (red/green cone opponency) and relatively slow with low contrast sensitivity
and high spatial resolution, while the konio channel is thought to provide the blue/yellow

dimension of colour vision. The magno system, on the other hand, is colour blind and

relatively fast, with low spatial res'olution and high contrast sensitivity (Shipp, 2006). The
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primary visual cortex, which is the earliest visual area, is surrounded by various visual
association areas including visual areas V2, V3, V4lV8 and V5 (also known as MT).
Beyond

Vl,

information is largely transmitted to two dominant pathways; a dorsal stream

which projects from
from

Vl

Vl

to the posterior parietal lobe and a ventral stream, which projects

to the inferior temporal lobe.

The CortÍcal Steams of Visual Processing
Theories: Traditionally, the role of vision for perception has been the primary
focus of study and has been conceptualized as providing one with a single representation

of the external world. However, contrary to this view, it

has been proposed that vision

evolved not for perception alone but to enable the distal control of movements as well
(Goodale, 2004; Milner and Goodale, 1995). This theory was derived from the early work

of Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) who described trvo separate cortical visual streams in
the macaque monkey. These two different streams were first described by contrasting the

behavioural effects of inferior temporal and posterior parietal lesions, leading them to

infer that these two separate systems process different aspects of our visual world. They
found that lesions to either area disrupted different neural circuits, a specialized "ventral"
system for the perception ofobjects and a "dorsal" system specialized for the perception

of the spatial relations between

those objects. The ventral visual pathway provided

perception of "what" the object was and processed different aspects such as form, colour,
shape, and orient¿tion while the dorsal cortical visual pathway provided information

about '\ilhere" the object was located. The emphasis of this view is a distinction based

mainly on stimulus features, information about object identity and object location are
processed

in separate cortical

areas but provide a

monolithic representation of the world.
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That is, the distinctions were primarily in terms of input processing: what vs. where.
Since this early work, these two visual streams have been shown to exist in both monkeys

and humans, however an alternative view on the functionality of these two systems has

been proposed. Rather than

a

what-where distinction, Goodale and Milner

(lgg})

proposed a what vs. how, also known as the perception vs. action, account of visual
processing in the ventral and dorsal cortical visual pathways. These authors believe that

the anatomical distinctions between the dorsal and ventral cortical visual
correspond to our perceptual representations

sheams

of the world and our visuomotor control

when acting within that world.

In contrast to the view that vision provides a singular representation of

the

environment, this model supports the view that two distinct, but interconnected, cortical
visual streams have evolved to process the information needed for visual perception and

visually guided action (Goodale
stream, which projects from

Vl

& Milner, 1992;Milner &

Goodale, 1995).

A ventral

to the temporal lobe (Ungerleider & Mishkin, lgg2),

provides us with visual perception of objects and events in the world as well as codes this

information for storage and for use in cognitive processes like imagining, planning, and
recognition (Goodale, 1998; Milner, 1998; Milner

which projects from

Vl

&

Goodale, 1995).

A dorsal

stream,

to the posterior parietal lobe (Ungerleider & Mishkin, lgSZ),

deals with moment to moment information about the location of objects and is primarily

involved in the visual control of skilled movements directed at those objects (Goodale,
1998; Goodale

& Milner, 1992; Milner & Goodale, 1995).

Unlike the Ungerleider and Mishkin account of cortical visual processing where
different aspects of the visual world are processed in separate areas, according to the
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Goodale and Milner model, the distinction between the two streams is related to the

different ouþut systems they serve. While each stream processes information about
object properties and object location, the dorsal stream performs the computations and
transformations necessary for visually guided actions while the ventral stream enables the

formation of perceptual and cognitive representations of objects and their relations. In
contrast to Ungerlieder and Mishkin's (1982) premise that the dorsal stream alone carries

out spatial computations for objects, Goodale and Milner suggest that this information is

carried out

in both systems, albeit

differently,

to

meet their differing ouþut

characteristics.
For perception we code objects in relation to each other, in an allocentric frame

of

reference, so that the world appears constant despite changes in perspective or scale

(Milner and Goodale, 1995). This is why we are able to watch a scene unfold on the TV
or movie screen and not be confused about the size of the actors as they are proportional

to other objects around them. Consequently, only relative position, orientation, motion,
and size are a concern to perceptual processing. For action, on the other hand, we code
objects in reference to the self, in an egocentric frame of reference, so that real world

metrics are incorporated into visually guided grasping (Cohen and Andersen, 2002;
Goodale and Milner, 1995). Additionall¡ the visual mechanisms mediating action
operate analytically so that the most relevant dimensions of the object are attended to

without being influenced by other dimensions or features (Ganel

&

Goodale, 2003).

Support for the Goodale and Milner two stream theory is evident from studies with non-

human primates, neurological patients,
evidence is reviewed below.

ild

neurologically intact individuals. This
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Cortical Visual Stream Organization
Evidence derived from neuroimaging studies, lesion studies, and behavioural
studies have lent insight to the organization and specificity of visual processing in the
human visual system. Incoming visual information from the LGN targets various areas

the primary visual cortex, after which information is extended to extrastriate
forming two prominent visual pathways.

A

ventral stream extending from

inferior temporal lobe and a dorsal stream that extends from
lobe. As we

will

see, the areas

Vl

Vl

of

areas

to

the

to the posterior parietal

within each of these streams are specialized.to support the

functions of each stream, namelyperception and action.

Upon the convergence of magno, parvo, and konio cellular input into Vl,
information from all three channels feed into the "blob" regions. Input from both the
parvo and magno chamels also feed into the "interblob" regions of

Vl.

The blobs of

Vl

are the basis of cortical colour analysis and are thus specialized to extract low acuity

spectral information while the interblobs regions specialize
orientation specificity (for review see Shipp, 2006). Ouþut from

Vl

in

higher resolution

is transmitted to area

V2 where information from the blob regions connect to the thin stripes, while

the

interblob regions connect to the thick and pale stripes; from there, different areas of the

cortex are targeted, forming the ventral and dorsal cortical pathways.
primary role of

Vl

and

It

seems that the

V2 is to initiate colour, form, and motion analysis (Shipp, 2006),

and to diskibute this information to higher cortical areas for further processing.

Ventral Stream: Ventral stream function is associated with object recognition and
form representation. Investigations with non human primates have shown that this system
has shong connections to the medial temporal lobe (which is associated with long term
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memories), the limbic system (involved in emotions) as well as the dorsal stream (which

is involved in visually guided motor behaviour and motion; Goodale and Milner, lgg5).
The primary pathway of ventral information from

Vl

is to visual areas Y2, Y4, and

finally to the inferior temporal lobe (including the posterior inferotemporal (PIT), central
inferotemporal (CIT), and the anterior inferotemporal (AIT) areas). Area Y2, which as
we saw is involved in the processing of simple properties such as orientation, colour, and
spatial frequency, sends strong connections to area V4, which is tuned for properties such
as orientation, spatial frequency, colour, and simpler geometric shapes (Harper, 2001).

v4

sends strong connections to PIT as

well as has connections to area V5.

Overall, activations in the ventral stream have been observed during identification

of form, texture, and colour, as well
spector, 2003; Hasson, Harel,

as during object recognition

kuy,

(for example see: Grill-

Malach, 2003). As information moves from the

visual association areas to the temporal lobe, the cells show remarkable specificity in
their responses to visual stimuli. For example, the lateral occipital complex (LOC), which

is a region located bilaterally on the occipitotemporal cortex, is more activated when
viewing objects when compared to viewing textures or scrambled objects (Culham,
Danckert, DeSouza, Gati, Menon, and Goodale, 2003; Learner, Hendler, and Malach,
2002; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001). Within the temporal lobe, many

of

the cells have large receptive fields which allows for generalization across the visual field
and the coding of intrinsic features independent of object location (Milner and Goodale,

1995). Lesion studies in monkeys provide further evidence for the role of the ventral

stream

in

object perception. For example, when monkeys have lesions

to

the

inferotemporal cortex (IT), perforrnance on shape discrimination tasks are compromised
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as well as hue discrimination abilities (Huxlin, Saunders, Marchionini, Pham

and

Merigan,2000).

While the research presented so far is consistent with the view that the ventral
cortical visual stream is mainly involved with recognition or perception of the world and
objects within that world, there is also evidence to suggest that the medial and anterior
regions of the inferior temporal lobe, specifically the perirhinal cotex and related limbic
are¿Is, are

involved in the encoding of visual memories (Fahy, Riches, and Brown , 1993;

Li, Miller, Desimone,
important role

1993). Indeed,

in the long-tenn

it

has been suggested that this stream plays an

representation and categonzation

of objects (James,

Humphrey, Gati, Menon, and Goodale,2002). The role of the ventral stream seems to be

to form our perceptual and cognitive representations of the world, therefore providing
both the characteristics of objects and their significance to us.

Dorsal Stream: The dorsal stream is associated with motion, representation of
object locations, and the control of movements. From

Vl,

visual information extends

through visual areaY2, V3, to visual area MT, and finally to the posterior parietal lobe.

After area V2, visual area V3 is thought to process information related to global motions,
while area MT is believed to process complex visual motions and seems to contain many
neurons sensitive to features such as line ends and comers. Additionally, this area is
thought to integrate local visual motion signals into the global motion of complex objects

(Beauchamp, Lee, Haxby, and Martin, 2002). overall, neuroimaging studies have
demonstrated that activations in the dorsal stream are present during the planning and

control of visually guided movements such as grasping and pointing (for example

see:

Grafton, Fugg, Arbib, 1998; Hasson et al., 2003; James, culham, Humphrey, Milner, and
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Goodale, 2003). Reaching movements activate areas in the medial parietofrontal circuit
including the superior parietal lobule (SPL) and the dorsal premotor cortex (pMd), while

grasping movements more strongly activate the anterior intraparietal region (AIp;
Culham et al., 2003).
Reaching and grasping studies with monkeys have shown that the transformations
necessary for these movements are carried out by separate parietofrontal circuits. For

example, in the monkey, grasping movements have been shown to involve the primary

motor cortex (Fl). Lesions to this area impede grasping movements, especially fine
finger movements (Fogassi, Gallese, Buccino, Craighero, Fadiga and Rizzolatti, 2001).
Although

Fl

lesions impair motor functioning, the visuomotor transformations necessary

for grasping parameters are thought to originate in the ventral premotor cortex (F5).
Many neurons in this area ftre in association with hand movements. Some of these
grasping neurons are non specific, discharging with all types of grips, while others only

discharge in association to a specific type

of

grasp, such as a precision grip (Fadiga,

Fogassi, Gallese and Rizzolatti, 2000). Additionally, some neurons

in this area only

respond to specific visual stimuli such as a three-dimensional objects (Sakata, Taira,

Kusunoki, Murata and Tanaka, 1997) or when the monkey is observing an individual
performing an action directed at an object (miror neurons; Fadiga et al., 2000). A¡ea F5
has been shown to be strongly connected with area AIP (Fogassi and Luppino, 2005;
Fogassi et al., 2001), which has many neurons that are active in association

with grasping

and manipulating objects and with the presentation of visual stimuli (Sakata et al., IggT).

It

has been proposed that the transformations necessary for grasping movements are

l0
mediated along the AIP-FS circuit. For example, lesions to F5 result in the loss of ability

to shape the hand according to object properties while grasping (Fogassi et a1., 2001).

It

should be noted that visual area MT has prominent connections to both the

dorsal and ventral visual streams. Recently,

it

has been suggested that projections from

MT could constitute a third cortical visual streani which is

responsible

for

action

organization, space perception and action understanding (Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003).
However, the charactenzation of MT is currently under debate. Indeed, it has even been
suggested that this area may be an extension

of the ventral stream, contributing to both

perceptual representations of the actions of others and the spatial relations among objects

(Milner and Goodale, 2006).
Neuropsychological Evidence
Some

of the most compelling evidence for Goodale and Milner's

perception-action hypothesis was derived from investigations

of

(1992)

neuropsychological

patients who exhibit patterns of abilities and deficits resulting from damage to one or the

other of the two pathways. Indeed, evidence from patients with optic ataxia (damage to

the dorsal cortical visual pathway) and visual agnosia (damage to the ventral visual
pathway) have been proposed to form a double dissociation in visual system functioning.
Such investigations have provided strong evidence for the existence of two anatomically
dissociate visual streams within the primate cortical visual system, each of which support

different functions of vision. Evidence from such brain damaged patients is reviewed
below.
Damage to the dorsal stream: tndividuals with lesions to the posterior parietal

cortex have difficulty using visual information to accurately calibrate their grasp or orient

1l
their hand to the shape, orientation, and size of objects they wish to manipulate (Goodale

and Milner, 1992). Previous interpretations
attributed to a disturbance

in

of

these behavioural deficits have been

spatial perception rather than a disorder

of visuomotor

control, implying singular spatial processing for perception and action. Yet, behavioural

studies with humans have demonstrated that these optic ataxic patients can still
discriminate among objects in their visual field, and perceive object features such as
shape, orientation, size, and location.

It is their ability to use this information for visually

guided actions that is impaired, resulting in inappropriate aiming movements and hand
postures when grasping these objects (Jakobson, Archibald, Carey, Goodale,

l99r;

Milner, Paulignan, Dijkerman, Michel, Jeannerod, 1999).
Damage to the ventral stream: An opposite pattern of deficits is seen in patients

with damage to the ventral stream of vision. These patients have impaired visual
perception with spared visually guided movements. This deficit, known as visual form
agnosia, results in an inability for the patient to report the size, shape, or orientation

of

different objects, yet, they make accurate hand movements towards these objects (Le et
al., 2002; Milner

& Goodale, 1995).

One of the most extensively studied patients is DF,

who has profound visual form agnosia resulting from carbon monoxide poisoning (for
review also see Goodale and Milner, 1995). DF is unable to use visual information about
object properties to make perceptual judgments and discriminations about orientation and
size or form, but is still able to use that information to guide her prehensile movements to
those objects.

l2
Neurologically Intact Individuals

It is also possible to observe dissociations between the dorsal and ventral cortical
visual streams

in

neurologically normal participants through behavioural tests and

perceptual illusions. Indeed, the different spatial processing capabilities

in the dorsal

(egocentric) and ventral (allocentric) streams have been taken advantage

of to

show

dissociations between perception and action. Such dissociations can be seen, presumably,
because perceptual reports are more prone to illusions than are sensorimotor responses.

ln

other words, the control of visually guided actions requires different visual processing
than the mechanisms supporting visual recognition.

Saccades.

Aiming Motements. and Per"eptual lllusions: Examples of

dissociations between perception and action have been observed during behavioural
paradigms that require different motor responses such as saccades and pointing. For
example, Wong and Mack (1981) presented subjects with a small visual target that was
surrounded by a frame that could be displaced either to the left or right. In this illusion,
the target, rather than the frame appeared to drift in the opposite direction to that of the

frame. Despite the perception of the target moving, V/ong and Mack

(l98l) found that

subjects directed their eye movements to the true location of the target, rather than the

perceived location. Additionally, Bridgeman, peery, and Anand (Igg7), using the same

paradigm, asked participants to perceptually comp¿lre the location

of the target with

respect to an array of several possible locations that were learned earlier. They found that

participants reported the target to be in a location that was shifted in a direction opposite
that of the frame

-

a phenomenon

known as the induced roelofs effect. However, subjects

could still correctly point to the location of the target, despite perceiving that

it

had

l3
moved. The dissociation between the perceptual aspects and motor aspects of this task are
thought to provide evidence for the perception and action hypothesis.

One well studied illusion, the Ebbinghaus/Titchner circle illusion has been
involved in a variety of studies that have ultimately demonstrated that perception can be
"fooled" by these visual illusions, while visually guided actions directed at these objects
remains accurate. The Ebbinghaus/Titchner illusion creates an illusory difference in size
between two identical circles by making use of their relative surroundings. For example,

in this paradigm, a circle surrounded by large circles will appear smaller than an identical

circle surrounded by small circles. Previous research has demonstrated that when
participants estimate the size of the center circle in these arrangements, they perceive the

circle that is surrounded by the large circles as smaller when compared to an identical
circle surrounded by small circles. However, when instructed to reach out and pick up the

center circles, actual grip aperture (distance between index finger and thumb) is
correlated to the true size of the circle rather than the perceived size (Aglioti, DeSouza,

Goodale, 1995; Grave, Biegstraaten, Smeets, Brenner, 2005; Haffenden

&

Goodale,

1998; for examples of altemate findings see Carey,200l;Frar:v.,200l; Pavani, Boscagli,

Benvenuti, Rabuffetti, Fame, lggg). These studies demonstrate

a clear dissociation

between the visual mechanisms underlying perception and action. Visually guided action
corresponded

to the actual, not the perceived, size of the target disks, while manual

estimations of the size of the disks corresponded to the perceived not the actual size.

Chapter Summary
This chapter has reviewed much evidence for the Goodale and Milner two visual
stream theory. This theory posits that visual information is processed in two functionally

l4
independent cortical visual streams. While both streams process information regarding

the location, size, orientation, and shape of object, they use this information for different

functional ouþuts. The dorsal stream, which projects from

Vl

to the posterior parietal

lobe, is specialized for the control of skilled movements and allows us to act upon the

world. The ventral stream, which projects from

Vl

to the inferior temporal lobe, allows

us to perceive the world a¡ound us and attach meaning and signifïcance to objects and

events. The perception/action hypothesis

is supported from a variety of evidence

including lesion studies in non-human primates, neurological patients with damage to one
or the other pathways, and from illusion studies in neurologically intact individuals where

the functional specialties of the two streams can be teased apart. However, despite the
different functions of the dorsal and ventral cortical visual systems, these two streams do

not act in complete isolation from one another. Perceptual information can influence
visually guided movements. ln the following chapter the influence of learned perceptual
cues on visuomotor control is reviewed.
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CHAPTER

2

The Influence of Learned Perceptual Associations on Visuomotor Control and
Perceived Object Size

Introduction
Grasping and manipulating objects

in our everyday interactions involves very

complex processes and computations that happen quickly and unconsciously. When we

reach out

to pick up an object, the properties of that object are reflected in

our

anticipatory movements. Different object properties, including fragility, size, surface
texture, and weight,

will elicit different

types of grasping, arïn trajectories, and arm

velocity. Furthermore, even how we intend to use the object will be reflected in the shape
of the hand during the grasp. Although the computations necessary to perform successful
movements are predominantly computed in the dorsal cortical visual pathway and our
perceptions of the world by the ventral cortical visual pathway, these two systems do not

act in isolation. Visual information from both streams work together in our everyday
interactions with the world. That is, learned perceptual information plays a role in
visually guided movements. Before we discuss the influence of perceptual influences on
controlled movement, the intricacies of grasping and perceptual size estimations will first
be reviewed.

Visually Guided Grasping and Manual Estimations
When grasping an object, several changes in

gip

aperture (separation between

index finger and thumb) can be observed. During the course of grasping, there is first

a

steady opening between the index finger and thumb, followed by the straightening of the

fingers, and ñnally the closing of the grip upon the object (for review see Castiello,

t6
2005). It is during grasping that the form and orientation of the hand conforms to that

of

the target object (Galletti, Kutz, Gamberinin, Breveglieri and Farrori, 2003). The point in

time where grip aperture is the largest (maximum opening between the index finger and

thumb) occurs within 60-70% through the reach and has been shown to be highly
correlated with the size of the target object (Casiello, 2005).

In addition to the hand linearly reflecting the size of an object, other properties
can influence reaching kinematics. Properties such as position of the target edges (Servos,

Jakobson, and Goodale, 1998), the function of the object (Haffenden and Goodale,2002),

weight (Gordon, Forssberg, Johannsson, and Vy'estling, 1991), and friction (Fikes, Klatzy,

and Lederman, 1994) can influence different aspects

of the gasp. For example,

depending on the weight of an object, the amount of grip and

lift

force exerted while

picking that object up is linearly related to the weight (Gordon et al., 1991). Additionally,
the function of an object or how one intends to use a particular object will dictate finger

position and hand posture as to enable effective use of that object (Haffenden and
Goodale, 2002).In other words, we would pick up a glass differently for drinking than

for putting it away. And, depending on the particular glass, we would pick up a wine
glass differently than a tea cup.

As is evident, different factors can affect pre-contact grip scaling when interacting

with objects around us. Much of this information is learned through experience with
objects that we encounter in our everyday lives. Visually guided reaching movements are

often used in experimental paradigms and are interpreted as a reflection of dorsal sheam
processing. In contrast, manual estimations or other perceptual judgment tasks are often

compared

to

grasping results and, as commonly demonstrated through the use of

l7
perceptual illusions, are thought to reflect ventral stream processing (for example see
Haffenden and Goodale, 1998).

Various methods

of perceptual judgments of size have been reported in

literature. Studies have employed verbal responses

the

for size estimations, requiring

participants to make a verbal judgment as to whether two stimuli are the same or different

(for example see Pavani et a1.,1999). More traditional methods have required participants

to adjust a comparison stimulus to match the size of the target object (for example
Frantz, Gegenfurtner,

see

Bulthoff, and Fahl, 2000). Finally, studies have employed a method

where participants indicate the size of a target object by moving their index finger and
thumb to match the width of the object without moving their arm towards the target (for
example see Haffenden & Goodale, 1998).

Visually guided grasping and manual estimations are used
dissociations

to

demonstrate

in dorsal and ventral stream functioning. Since the ventral stream codes

objects in relation to other objects (allocentric coding), and the dorsal stream incorporates

real world mehics into the grasp (egocentric coding), methods such as these

are

commonly used to demonstrate differences in visual system processing. However, despite
differences in these processes, interactions between the two streams occur in everyday

functioning.

ln the next section the effects of

learned perceptual associations on the

perception and action systems are reviewed.

Learned cues, visualty Guided Grasping, and perceptual Judgments
Leamed information about object properties is incorporated into visually guided
movements when interacting with familiar objects. As mentioned earlier, cues that vary

from object to object such as friction, temperature, compliance, and weight are not fully

l8
known when viewing novel objects, but can be learned through direct experience and
influence visually guided movements directed at those objects (Dubrowski, proteau,
Carnahan, 2004; Gordon

et al., 1993). For example, there is a

well-est¿blished

association between the size of an object and its weight; for objects made of the same

material we assume that larger objects are heavier. Brenner and Smeets (1996)
demonstrated that when objects were subjected

to an illusory change in size (ponzo

illusion), participants used greater grip force when picking up objects they perceived as

larger, despite the objects not actually changing in size

or varying in

weight.

Furthermore, Gordon et al. (1991) found that when the size of a novel object was altered,

but its weight was kept constant, grip force used for that object was appropriately scaled
towards the expected weight that was proportional to its size. Additional support for the
influence of learned associations on the "pre-programming" of visuomotor control can be
seen

in neuroimaging studies. When subjects are asked to view objects (such as tools),

without the intention to act, activations are seen in the premotor cortex (Handy, Grafton,

Shrofl Ketay,

and Gazzaniga, 2003). It seems that previous experience with these objects

has created an associated motor command and the representation of the object primes the

motor program used while grasping (Handy et al., 2003).
Establishing learned associations does not, however, have to be lengthy. Leamed
associations can occur relatively quickly, even with uncornmon or experimentally derived
associations. For example, Fikes

et al. Q99$ found that leamed associations between

texture and colour could interfere with visually guided movements directed at objects.

After learning that a specific colour was associated with a slippery texture, participants
had slower movement times prior to contact with that colour, showing that haptically
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relevant characteristics of objects can also affect the course of grasping. Additionally,

Dubrowski et al. (2004), after establishing a colour-weight association, found that
participants relied on the colour of the object to scale their grip force rather than the real
metrical properties of that object.

A similar paradigm was employed by Haffenden and

Goodale (2000) who used colour-size associations to investigate perceptual influences on

visually guided grasping and manual estimations of size. In this paradigm, participants
were repeatedly presented with large yellow and small red blocks. Because these objects

were always presented in the same location and distance from the observer, participants

could quickly learn that block colour reliably predicted block size and integrate this
information into estimations and visuomotor control. When two medium sized blocks
were later presented, one of which was matching in colour to the large yellow block and

one matching

in

colour to the small red block, they found that grip scaling and

estimations were mediated by the colour of the block rather than the true size of that

object. Colour-size training resulted

in

smailer overall grip aperture and manual

estimations for the yellow medium block when compared to the red medium block,
despite these two blocks not differing

in size. Presumably because yellow had been

associated to the larger sized category, the medium yellow block (which was the smallest

object in that colour category) was perceived as smaller than the medium sized red block

(which was the largest object in that colour category).

The integration of learned perceptual cues into visually guided action and the
underlying memory processes involved likely originate from the ventral stream. With its
close ties to object memory,

it is the likely

source for supplying leamed information to

the systems mediating visuomotor control, such as the dorsal stream and premotor cortex.
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One possible site for the integration of learned perceptual cues into visuomotor control is

the prefrontal cortex, of which has prominent connects with both the dorsal and ventral
systems (Milner and Goodale, 1995). Previous research has shown distinct cortical areas

involved in the learning of arbitrary relationships between sensory events and movement
kinematics. Such research has implicated the premotor area, prefrontal cortex, temporal
lobe, basal ganglia, and hippocampus as involved in the formation and maintenance

of

arbitrary visuomotor associations (Wise and Murray, 2000). Lesions to the premotor
cortex

in

monkeys have been shown

to impair the leaning of arbitrary

associations

between visual stimuli and motor responses. Furthermore, this area has been shown to

contain neurons that change their activity during the acquisition
associations, suggesting that this area may play a role in retrieval

of

visuomotor

of movement from

memory (Mitz, Godschalk, and Vy'ise, l99l).
Bussey, Wise, and Murray (2001) tested the hypothesis that the ventral pathway

also plays a role in the integration of learned cues. By assessing the effect of bilateral
lesions of the ventral and orbital prefrontal cortex in monkeys on the formations of novel

visual-motor associations, they found impaired acquisition

of new associations

and

retention of these associations, but not the formation of new learning. These results
suggest that the prefrontal cortex alone is not suffrcient

for establishing new visuomotor

associations. lndeed, later studies revealed that an additional lesion

in the

inferior

temporal cortex (IT) impaired the learning of visuomotor associations (Bussey, Wise, and

Murray, 2002), suggesting the existence of a pathway between IT and prefrontal cortex

for the formation of these associations. Support for these views have come from
neuroimaging studies in humans where the homologue of the monkey

IT and ventral
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prefrontal cortex have shown dynamic changes during learnt visuomotor associations
(Toni and Rushworth, 2001 ).
Evidence from neuropsychological patients also lends insight into the contribution

of

prefrontal functioning

in the integration of

learned perceptual information into

visuomotor control. Individuals with frontal lobe lesions can develop a behavioural

deficit known as utilization behaviour (UB), which results in the automatic, but correct
use of objects situated around them (Archibald, Mateer, and Kerns, 2001). These patients

will automatically elicit appropriate

movement responses to nearby stimuli, like picking

up a toothbrush and start brushing their teeth, even if

it is in a context where the

behaviour is inappropriate, such as at someone else's house and with someone else's
toothbrush. lnterestingly, these patients do not demonstrate this compulsive behaviour

with unfamiliar objects, suggesting that this type of automatic motor ouþut is based on

highly practiced actions which can be elicited only by one's perception of familiar
objects (Humphreys and Riddoch, 2000). Additional support for the involvement of the

prefrontal cortex

in linking

learned associations

to specific motor acts comes form

electrophysiological studies in monkeys. Ferrera, Cohen, and Lee (1999) investigated
whether learned information between colour and location w¿ts integrated in the prefrontal
cortex, speciflrcally areas in the frontal eye fields (FEF; an area that has been shown to
receive input from both the dorsal and ventral visual streams), in monkeys. When colour
was associated to the location of a target, colour itself was found to selectively activate
neurons in this area when it specified the location of a saccade target, even
had no overt colour selectivity.

if

these cells
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Other possible learning pathways have also been suggested. Anatomical data from
monkeys suggests that there are strong reciprocal connections with area IT to area AIP in

the posterior parietal cortex, where there are many grasping and manipulation related
neurons (Luppino, Murata, Belmalih, Calzavara, and Rozzi, 2004). This suggests that
area AIP may play a role

in visuomotor transformations that rely on the analysis of

physical properties and information related to object identity (ventral stream function).
Indeed, behavioural studies in humans have demonstrated such an interaction between
dorsal and ventral stream functioning. Creem and Proffitt (2001) suggest that semantic
information (ventral stream processing) about objects directly influences how we interact

with those objects. These authors demonstrated that when participants were

presented

with objects with handles, regardless of orientation or awkwardness, they picked up the
object correctly based on its function. However,

if participants were given

a demanding

cognitive task while doing this, they still picked the object up with well formed grasps,
but did not pick up the object according to how one would use it. This same behaviour is
seen in the well studied visual form agnosic DF. DF has extensive damage to ventral

stream areas and has been shown to pick up objects correctly, but without semantic

influences (Carey, Harvey, and Milner, 1996). Results from these investigations
demonstrate ventral stream influences on visuomotor control for familiar objects. When

ventral stream resources are taxed, learned information is not incorporated into grasping.

There seems to be, however, some conditions that must be met in order to integrate
learned associations into visually guided grasping in a laboratory setting.
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Integrating Learned Perceptual Cues into Visually Guided Grasping
When learned perceptual associations are being established in a laboratory setting,

where the associations are more than likely to be between two novel properties such as

colour and weight or size, there seems to be some conditions that must be met as to
successfully integrate these cues into visuomotor control. Our perceptual system, on the

other hand, seems to be less stringent when integrating these cues. Haffenden and
Goodale (2000) demonstrated that leamed associations are facilitated in situations where
the required kinematics do not change between object presentations. For example, in one

study, Haffenden and Goodale (2000) associated block size and block colour. These
leamed cues were easily integrated into both visually guided movements and perceptual

estimations

of size. However, in a second experiment (Haffenden & Goodale,

2000),

when an association between block size and block shape was established, these cues were

only integrated into perceptual estimations of size. Grip scaling was not affected by the
associations under these circumstances. Presumably because both object shape and object
size varied across trials, visuomotor calculations had to be established at each interaction
as different blocks required different size calculations and different hand postures. [n an

investigation of the effects of varying target location during a colou¡-size association task
(same paradigm as employed as Haffenden and Goodale, 2000), Haffenden and Goodale

(2002) found that the location
programming

of the target had to be constant for visuomotor

to incorporate learned information into grasping. On the other hand,

perceived object size was influenced by the learned association regardless

position.

It

of target

seems that when the required movement kinematics are varied during

gtasping, the incorporation of leamed perceptual information into motor programming is
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prevented. However, our perceptual system is much more versatile in the incorporation

of

these cues.

These results suggest that during the integration

utilization

of

leamed perceptual cues,

of the cues by the visuomotor system will only occur under

optimal

conditions: consistency in the required kinematics. On the other hand, our perceptual
system integrates this information despite changes

in shape, location or size. When

relying on the use of learned information for stored movement parameters for pre-contact
grip scaling, it would make sense that our visuomotor system would only incorporate this
information under conditions where errors for the miscalculation of grasp parameters
would be at a minimum. Incorporating leamed information about object properties into
visuomotor control allows for efficient and optimal functioning of our visuomotor system
when interacting with familiar objects in everyday situations. Indeed, size calculations as

performed when grasping or manipulating objects have been shown to be time consuming

and related to the degree

of

complexity involved

(Paulignan, MacKenzie, Marteniuk, and Jeannerod,

in

controlling distal movements

l99l).

Situations where leamed

information can be incorporated into visuomotor control would reduce the overall
computational load of our visuomotor system (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000). lndeed,
incorporating leamed information about object properties allows for the initial parameters

for hand posture and grip scaling to be quickly selected, thus reducing the need for
metrical calculations about the goal odect, while at the same time increasing the overall

efficiency of the visuomotor system (Gordon et al., 1993; Haffenden & Goodale, 2000;
2002). Whether these perceptual associations are integrated differently in perceptual and

visuomotor functioning (i.e. different levels of specificity) has yet to be explored. In the
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following study, the specificity of learned associations on the perception and action
systems was investigated.

STUDY

1

The purpose of this study was to explore how specific the perception and action
systems are when

rellng on colour

cues for size information. Adapting a colour-size

paradigm from Haffenden & Goodale (2000), lighter-shades of the trained target colours,

which were not subject to colour-size training, were introduced to the colour-size
association paradigm. It was expected that after colour-size associations were established,

the colour of the objects would influence grip aperture while grasping (visuomotor
control) and manual size estimations þerceived size). Thus, differences across equally
sized, but different coloured probe blocks were expected

to appear after colour-size

training. Based on previous research (Haffenden & Goodale, 2000), it was expected that

significant differences between the trained colours (dark red and dark blue) would
emerge. Specifically, the probe block matched in colour to the "large" category (dark red)

would elicit smaller sized grip scaling while grasping and smaller estimations of size
when compared to the probe block matched in colour to the "small" category (dark blue)

which would elicit larger grip scaling and size estimations. For the untrained lighter
colours,

if

the visuomotor and perception systems show good specificity for training on

the darker colours, then differences in grip aperture and manual estimations were not
expected to emerge. However,

if

these two systems generalize leamed information to

similar colours, then training on the darker colours could carry over to the lighter shades
and grip aperture and manual estimations
association effects as the trained colours.

of size would show the same colour-size
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METITODS
Participants

A total of fifty-nine participants (31 females, 28 males;
age

age range

:

18

- 37; mean

: 2l) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this experiment. All

participants were recruited from the University of Manitoba's undergraduate psychology
research pool and partícipated

participants were screened

for class credit. Upon written consent (Appendix A), all

for colour blindness (Dvorine pseudo-isochromatic

plates;

Dvorine, 1953) and were shown to be strongly right-handed as determined by a modified
version of the Edinburg handedness inventory (Oldfield,

l97l;

Appendix B). Participants

were assigned to either a grasping (34 participants; 17 male, 17 female; mean

or estimation condition (25 participants; I I males, 14 females; mean age

:

age:20)

22), each of

which took approximately 30 minutes to complete. Afrer the testing session all
participants were debriefed (Appendix C) and thanked for their participation.

Materials and Procedure

This research was approved by the Human Research Ethics Board at

the

University of Manitoba (Appendix D). In the estimation condition, participants were
instructed to manually estimate the size
modeled after Haffenden

&

of the testing stimuli

(square wooden blocks

Goodale, 2000) by opening their thumb and index finger to

match the width of the block. They were instructed to do this task as accurately

as

possible and not to move their arm when performing fhis task. Once the participant gave

a verbal indication that they were finished, their finger position was recorded. ln the
grasping condition, a separate goup of participants were instructed to reach out and pick
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up the target blocks using their index finger and thumb. All participants were instructed
to pick up these objects as quickly, but as naturally, as possible.
Reaching and grasping movements and manual estimations were recorded with an

OPTOTRAK-Certus 3-D motion tracking system (Manufactured by Northern Digital,
'Waterloo,

Ontario). Movements were recorded via infrared light emitting diodes (IREDs;

200 Hz sampling rate, spatial accuracy up to 0.01 mm) that were secured on the subject's

index finger, thumb, and wrist with small pieces of medical tape. Participants were seated
at a black table with their index finger and thumb resting on a start button (positioned

l0

cm from the edge of the table) and their eyes closed. The experimenter signaled

the

of each trial with verbal instructions to open their eyes. At this point

the

begiruring

participant had to either reach out and grasp the block, which was placed with its far edge

40 cm from the start button, or make a size estimation of the block. Each trial was
recorded for 2.5 seconds in the grasping condition and 1.00 second in the estimations

condition. After performing the required task, participants returned to the starting
position with their index finger and thumb on the start button and their eyes closed. Each

participant underwent three different sets

of trials; pre-training, training, and post-

training, for a total of 155 trials. A short break was provided between the different sets of

trials to prevent fatigue. Three different orders of these trials were randomly assigned to
participants in each condition. The testing stimuli consisted of three different groups

of

blocks: distractors, probe, and key blocks. These blocks were painted one of five colours
(reported C.I.E Yxy colour coordinates): dark red

(y :

9.03,

x:

.49, y

:

.33), dark blue

(Y:19.25,x:.20,y:.zs),lightred(Y:13.43,x:.49,y:.33),lightblue (y:33.23,
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x: .23,y:

.28), and yellow

(Y:46.77,x: .46,y: .44). All blocks were 15 mm in

height (see Figure 1).

Pre-trainins: The first set of 40 trials established a baseline measure for grip
scaling while grasping and size estimations across colours. Five medium sized, probe
blocks were randomly presented five times each altemated between presentations of six
different dístractor blocks. The probe blocks, which were 45 mm in width, were coloured
dark red, dark blue, light red, light blue, and yellow. The distractor blocks consisted of a

light red, a dark blue, and a yellow block (50mm in width) as well as a dark red, light
blue, and yellow block (40 mm in width). The purpose of these trials was to ensure that
size estimations and grasping of the probe blocks were not influenced by the colour of the
blocks.

Trainins: The next set of trials established the colour-size relationship. Six key
blocks were randomly presented five times each, for a total of 30 trials. These blocks
consisted of three large dark red key blocks (65,70, and 75 mm in width) and three small

dark blue key blocks (15,20, arñ 25 mm in width). It should be noted that participants
were never instructed to attend to the colour of the blocks, so any associations that were
made between block size and block colour (e.g., dark

red: large) happened

automatically

while carrying out either the grasping or estimation task.
Post-Trainins; For the final set of 85 trials both the key blocks and probe blocks
were presented in a pseudo-randomized order. One of the probe blocks was matched in

colour to the large set of key blocks (dark red) and one was matched in colour to the
small set of key blocks (dark blue). Two of the probe blocks were lighter shades of these
trained colours (light red and light blue) and one probe block was a random colour
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Figure 1: Depicts the stimuli used in the current study (adapted from Haffenden
Goodale,2000).

and

30

(yellow) which was used for counterbalancing. These probe blocks were used to measure
the effect of using colour as a cue to size. That is,

if colour

is being used as an indication

of block size, differences in grip aperture while grasping and manual size estimations for
the colour matched medium blocks should emerge.

If this training is generalized

across

colours, then grip aperture and size estimations for the lighter shaded untrained colours

flight blue and light red) should also be influenced. The key blocks were randomly
presented 10 times each, and the probe blocks were pseudo-randomly presented five
times each. Each probe block followed a dark red key block twice, a dark blue key block
twice, and the yellow medium sized probe block once.

ANALYSIS
The dependent variables

in this study were maximum grip aperture (MGA;

measured in mm) for the grasping condition and estimations of size (measured in mm) for

the estimation condition. The independent variable was the colour of the probe blocks
and had five levels (dark red, dark blue, light red, light btue and yellow). The dark red

and dark blue probe blocks were matched in colour to the large and small key blocks
respectively (trained colours), while the light red, light blue and yellow probe blocks
were untrained colours. To examine the influence of colour-size haining, analyses were

carried out on the probe blocks at both pre- and post-training sessions

in both

the

grasping and estimation conditions. First, to ensure that the colour of the probe blocks
were not influencing MGA and manual size estimations before colour-size training, a
one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a within subject factor

of block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow) was computed on the
pre-training trials. Second, to determine the influence of colour-size training on MGA
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and manual size estimations, a second one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with

a

within subject factor of probe block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue,
yellow), was computed on the post-training trials. To examine the specificity of coloursize training, pairwise comparisons between the trained (dark blue and dark red) and
untrained (light blue and light red) probe blocks were planned for any significant main
effect.

RESULTS
Perceived Object Size: Manual Estimations

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with within subject factor of block colour
(dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow), revealed no significant effect of colour
on size estimations of the probe blocks prior to training [F(4,96)

:

2.38,p > .05]. After

training, a separate one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with within subject factor of
colour, showed a significant main effect of colour [F(4,96)

:7.86,p <.001] on size

estimations of the probe blocks. Planned pairwise comparisons revealed that participants
estimated the dark blue probe block to be significantly larger than the dark red probe

block

[t(24):

-5.17,

p < .001];

mean difference of -2.52) and the light blue probe block

was estimated to be significantly larger than the light red probe block lt(24)

:

-2.88, p <

.01; mean difference of -1.36; see Figure 2].

Visuomotor Control: Grasping

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA carried out on the pre-training

grasping

trials showed no significant main effect of colour on MGA while grasping the probe
blocks lF(4,132): .61, p > .051. After training, a separate one-way repeated measures
ANOVA, with within subject factor of probe block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue,
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light blue, yellow), was conducted on the post-haining data. Results showed
significant main effect of colour on MGA while grasping
Figure 3).

no

tF(4,I32): 1.04,p > .051 (see
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Figure 2: Displays the mean size estimations (mm) across the five different coloured
probe blocks post-training for Study l. Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean.
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Figure 3: Displays MGA (mm) while grasping across the five different coloured probe
blocks post-training for Study l. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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DISCUSSION

ln this study, two simultaneous colour-size

associations were established, dark

blue was associated with a small size category and dark red was associated with a large

size category. Based on previous research (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000)

it

was

expected that the colour of the object would influence grip scaling and size estimations

of

medium sized colour matched probe blocks after the colour-size associations were
established. Whether these specific associations would influence grip scaling and size
estimations for medium sized probe blocks that were lighter shades of the trained colours
was unknown. To determine this, light blue and light red blocks that were equivalent in
size to the trained coloured blocks were added to the paradigm to explore the specificity

of these associations. If training on the darker colours was generalized to include

these

lighter 'untrained' shades, then differences between these blocks were expected to
emerge.

Consistent with previous research (Haffenden

& Goodale, 2000) colour-size

training resulted in perceptual cues mediating size calculations during manual estimations

of size. Before the colour-size associations were established, no significant differences in
size estimations for the different coloured probe blocks were present. However, after

training, differences

in

size estimations across the different coloured probe blocks

emerged; estimations of size were being mediated by the colour of the object rather than
the true metrics of that object. Participants were estimating the trained coloured blocks to

be significantly different from each other. As previously demonstrated (Haffenden and
Goodale, 2000), estimations for the probe block associated to the smaller set

of key

blocks (dark blue) were significantly larger than estimations for the probe block
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associated to the larger set of key blocks (dark red), despite the blocks being the same

size. lnterestingly, results showed that training on the darker colours was generalized to

influence size estimations for the untrained lighter coloured probe blocks in the same
way. That is, significant differences in size estimations for the light blue and light red
probe blocks emerged after training. The light blue probe block was estimated to be
significantly larger than the light red probe block, despite these blocks being equivalent

in size. It

appears that our perceptual system does not use overly specific information

when relying on learned information. Rather, thesè cues were generalized within colour
categories to include similar colours that were not subject to training.

Results from the grasping data demonsfrated that colour-size training was not

being incorporated into visually guided movements. Differences between the various
coloured probe blocks were not present before or after training. Although previous
research has demonstrated that colour-size associations do influence MGA in a similar

paradigm (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000, 2002), the inhoduction of the lighter shaded
untrained colours may have prevented the incorporation of colour cues to size within the

visuomotor system for this study. Perhaps, after training, the variability in probe block
colour made colour-size cues unreliable and thus caused the system to rely on momentto-moment on-line calculations. Haffenden and Goodale (2000, 2002)carried out a series

of experiments showing that the incorporation of leamed perceptual associations are only
integrated into visually guided movements under optimal conditions. They demonstrated

that inter-trial variability of both intrinsic (shape) and extrinsic (location)
properties precludes the incorporation

of

object

learned information into anticipatory grip

scaling for grasping but not for perceptual estimations. Thus, kinematic consistency in
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both shape and location were required for the successful integration of learned object
properties into visually guided reaching and grasping movements.

In the present

experimental paradigm, both these requirements were met, however, in the post-training

trials variability in object colour was present. In the post-training trials five different
coloured probe blocks were pseudorandomly interleaved with the large and small key

blocks. Unlike these original studies, the current paradigm introduced discrepancies in
the shades of the trained colours. Perhaps the associations built up during training could

not be incorporated into a'þre-programmed" response as inter-trial colour variability was
present and such variability in object colour made leamed associations non-beneficial in

this instance.

Alternatively, Haffenden and Goodale (2000) point out that
participants

in the grasping condition,

29%o

of their 14

of them had associations in the

opposite

direction, and note that such differences in individual performance may reflect the fact
that no explicit instructions were given on how to make the colour-size associations.
Participants picked up on the pairing

of colour and size in an implicit

manner and

automatically incorporated these cues into their grasping behaviour. The possibility

of

this paradigm creating two different effects of training is not that surprising given that
leamed associations are not consciously mediated when integrated into visually guided
actions (Goodale, 2004) and participants received no explicit instructions on how to make
these associations. When this bi-directional account is considered and participants are

grouped based on this criteria, within this study, we see 50-50 split in the direction

training.

If indeed this paradign is creating two directions in training,

groups together is washing out any effect of training.

of

keeping these
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On the other hand, perceptual estimations made under these leaming conditions
were quite robust in the direction that the associations occurred. Significant differences
between both the trained and untrained colours emerged after colour-size associations.
These findings

fit well with the aforementioned

studies (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000,

2002) which looked at the conditions where learned associations would affect grasping
and perceptual estimations. These authors demonstrated that variability of both intrinsic
(shape) and extrinsic (location) object properties did not preclude the effects of learning

on estimations. In the present study we see that variability in the shades of the trained

colours can also be present without intemrpting leamed associations within the
perceptual system.

Different results in the grasping and estimation conditions could have emerged
because the tasks have slightly different attentional requirements. During the estimation

task, a critical analysis of the objects properties (i.e., a conscious decision about the size

of the presented object) is required whereas visuomotor transformations are carried out

by a dorsal stream with little or no conscious influence from the participant. Thus,
training on large dark red and small dark blue blocks could induce a bias in training.
Haffenden and Goodale term this effect a 'relative size contrast illusion' (Haffenden and

Goodale, 2000). Specifically, they argue that becaus e dark blue is associated with the
small block category, medium sized dark blue blocks
because they are the largest blocks

will be perceived as even larger

within that colour category when compared to a dark

red medium block (associated to a large sized category), which is perceived as even
smaller as

it is the smallest object within

that colour category. Relative to each other,

these blocks are perceived as different sizes based on their colour, and as we saw, this
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training can be generalized to include lighter untrained shades during this task. Perhaps

this response bias is due to the level of analysis and involvement required from the
participant on each trail. During estimations, participants are required

to pay

more

attention to the goal object as a precise size calculation of the object is required. During
grasping, on the other hand, one only has to reach out and pick up the object.

Chapter Summary
Despite the existence of two prominent visual pathways, each of which support

different functions of vision, both streams work together when interacting with objects to
produce effective and efficient behavioural functioning. In our everyday interactions with

objects, our visuomotor system uses well established associations when interacting with

familiar objects. These associations allow for quick and accurate manipulations of objects

as the required kinematics can be quickly selected and executed. Ultimately,
associations reduce the computational demands

of our

these

visuomotor system as exact

metrical computations do not have to be carried out each time we interact with that
object. This study demonstrated that when participants were "trained" on large dark red
and small dark blue objects, size estimations for both trained and lighter shaded untrained

colours were influenced by the colour, rather than the true metrics, of the object. This

study shows that our perceptual system generalizes learned colour information into
estimations

of

size.

In this

paradigm, these associations appear not

incorporated into visuomotor control.

to have been
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Chapter

3

Colour Memory and Learned Perceptual Associations

Introduction
The influence of learned perceptual associations on visuomotor control is thought

to operate at an unconscious or implicit level, however, the memory processes involved

in the integration of these cues has yet to be explained. While colour is a stimulus
attribute that is automatically encoded (Cave, Bost, and Cobb, 1996; Zimmer and Steiner,
2003), its influence on implicit memory has been shown to be evident only when

it

is

relevant to the task at hand (Lloyd-Jones, 2005; Vemon and Lloyd-Jones, 2003). When

identification of an object can be determined by the shape alone, then colour information
has been found to be irrelevant (Biederman and Ju, 1988). However, when colour is
consistently paired with a relevant dimension, such as size, it can be used as a cue to help

formulate pre-contact gnp scaling when interacting with that object (Haffenden and
Goodale, 2000). Whether implicit and explicit colour memory functioning during these
associations reflects similar processes remains to be determined.

Explicit memory requires a conscious recollection of a previous experience.
Implicit memory, on the other hand, involves the facilitation of performance on a task
based on previous experience but

in the absence of conscious

recollection

of

that

experience (Lloyd-Jone,s, 2005). In this study, whether explicit and implicit memory

functioning exhibit the same processing capabilities was investigated. That is, to what
extent does implicit memory processes reflect explicit memory functioning? As in Study

l, an association between block size and block colour was established þaradigm

adapted

from Haffenden and Goodale, 2000). The integration of colour informaiion for

size
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calculations w¿ts measured via the influence

of block colour on estimations of

size

þerception) and maximum grrp aperture when picking up the coloured objects
(visuomotor control). These two tasks are thought to reflect an automatic or implicit

of colour information into size calculations, as participants are never

integration

instructed to associate these two cues. However, does the integration of these cues reflect

explicit memory functioning? That is, would an individual who has an explicit colour
memory impairment be able to integrate colour cues to size (an implicit task) in a similar
manner as controls? However, before one can answer this question, implicit and explicit
memory processes will be discussed.

Implicit and Explicit Memory
Several dissociable forms

of memory have been shown in studies of

normal

subjects and amnesic patients. One such dissociation is between memory processes that

require the direct recollection of prior information intentionally (explicit) and memory
processes where the recollection

of information is accessed unintentionalty (implicit;

Faulkner and Foster,2002). Although other types of memory exist, such as memory for
particular events in ones life (episodic) and general knowledge of the world (semantic),
only explicit and implicit distinctions will be made.

Implicit Memory: Implicit memory is typically investigated by
performance

measuring

or behaviour that has been indirectly influenced by a previous event

(Faulkner and Foster,2002).Implicit memory tasks are not necessarily associated with
awareness when engaging

in recall as they make no reference to the initial encoding

episode (Willingham and Preuss, 1995). The influence

facilit¿tion

of

behaviour

is

thought

to

of implicit memory in

the

happen automatically and unconsciously,
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participants do not intentionally search their memory

for past experiences

when

performing later tests (Zimmer, Steiner, Ullrich, Eckner, 2002). However, according to
Zimmer et al. (2002) two different kinds of implicit memory effects exist. Effects that
cannot be consciously recalled and effects that can,

if

probed, be explicitly recalled as

they are based on the same memory traces. During experimental paradigms,

these

memories are formed via incidental learning tasks, where people learn without intent. An

example of this would be not instructing participants to attend to particular atfributes

of

the stimuli in the paradigm (Cave et al., 1996). These unattended, but implicitly
remembered athibutes, would later facilitate performance on the task. There does not
seem to be a consistent set

of anatomical

structures that represent implicit memory.

Studies have shown that perceptual processing during

implicit tasks is more efficient after

exposure to a stimulus. Despite this, however, less neural activity is observed during

implicit processing when compared to newly presented objects (Buckner,

Petersen,

Ojemann, Miezin, Squire, Raichle, 1995).

Explicit Memory: Explicit memory involves the conscious recollection of new
facts or events acquired during a recent experience (Vernon and Lloyd-Jones, 2003) and

are typically investigated by having participants deliberately recall that information
(Faulkner and Foster ,2002). The mechanisms involved in explicit memory processes are
thought to be a set of interconnected structures in the medial temporal lobe, including the
hippocampal and parahippocampal areas, as well as the entorhinal and perirhinal cortices

(Squire and Zola-Morgan,

l99l). It

explicit memory is also impaired.

seems that

if

one

of

these sites is damaged then
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Summary: Implicit and explicit memory processes are intimately related in their
functioning, yet differences in their processing capabilities are apparent. The question

of

concern in this study is how specific the influence of learned associations are on implicit

systems, and,

do these learned associations reflect explicit

performance? More

specifically, does implicit colour memory reflect explicit colour memory processing? In
the following section the mechanisms underlying colour processing, colour perception,
and colour memory are considered.

Colour Processing and Colour Perception
Colour perception is a central component to primate vision. The processing of

colour can be divided into several different functions, including the ability to name,
remember, imagine, match, and classify colour (Nijboer, van Zandvoort, and de Hann,
2006). These abilities can be lost individually or with the co-occunence of others as a

result of brain damage, suggesting that each process may be functionally independent
from the other (Nijboer et a1.,2006).
The Neural Basis of Colour Processing: Visual processing begins when patterns

of light energy are encoded into neural signals in the retina of the eye. The retina
constructs colour-opponency from cones sensitive to three different types of wavelength,

long (L), middle (M), and short (S), by producing excitatory and inhibitory signals
(Chatterjee and Callaway,2003; Dacey, Packer, Diller, Brainard, peterspm, Lee, 2000).

Within this system, two opponent pathways are evident; a red/green opponent pathway
derived from the

L and M

cones via midget ganglion cells, and a blue/yellow pathway

derived from ON signals from the S cones and OFF signals from the L and M cones via

large and small bistratified cells (Chatterjee and Callaway,2003).

A third aohromatic
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(luminance) channel is also present which results from the excitatory responses from all

cell types (L, M, S) via the parasol cells in the retina (Wandell, 1999). These three
different ouþuts are projected to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus,
where parvocellular, koniocellular, and magnocellular pathways carry this information to

the primary visual cortex

(Vl)

and surrounding extrastriate areas. The magnocellular

pathway carries information regarding luminance, the parvocellular pathway carries
information

of the opponent

red-green type, while the koniocellular pathway carries

information about the opponent blue-yellow channel. Thus, from the retina, achromatic

and chromatic information

is carried to the primary visual cortex (Vl) via three

independent channels, which eventually project to dorsal and ventral cortical visual areas
respectively for higher processing.

Colou¡ information from the colour opponent pathways, as well as a percentage

of

magnocellular input, projects to the ventral cortical visual areas (Milner and Goodale,
1995). The ventral visual cortical stream, which projects from

Vl to the inferior temporal

lobe (Ungerlieder and Mishkin, 1982) provides us with our visual perception of the world
and has been implicated in tasks such as learning, memory, and imagery. From

Vl,

visual

information is transferred through area Y2, which is involved in processing simple
properties such as orientation, colour, and spatial frequency, on to visual area V4, which

is tuned for properties such as orientation, spatial frequency and colour, as well

as

simpler geometric shapes; this information is then projected to the inferior temporal lobe
(ventral pathway). Area V4 has been implicated as the "colour" center in the cerebral
cortex. Although earlier visual areas are essential for colour processing, and, damage to
these areas (such as

Vl) will impair

most forms of conscious vision (Wade, Brewer,
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Rieger, and Wandell,2002). Damage to V4 can lead to severe colour vision deficiencies,
such as achromatopsia which results in the loss of conscious colour vision andlor colour
constancy in the absence of other visual deficits such as impairments in motion, form and
depth (Short and GrafÊRadford, 2001). In addition to the colour center Y4, an additional

region, V8, has been shown to respond slightly better to colour stimuli than area V4
(Hadjikhani, Liu, Dale, Cavanagh, and Tootell, 1998). However, this area differs in its
processing capabilities;

it is thought to be involved in wavelength-dependent processing

as well as the conscious perception of colour itself (Hadjikhani

et

ã1., 1998).

Additionally, other areas such as the lingual and fusiform gyri and the occipito-parietal
convexity have also been implicated in colour processing (Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer,

shulman, and Petersen, 1990; Gulyas, Heywood, popplewell and Roland, 1994; short
and Graff-Radford, 2001). There is also evidence that the colour sensitive cells in the
temporal lobe selectively respond to a range of different perceptible hues and saturations
(Komatsu, Ideura, Kaji, and Yamane, 1992), and selective damage to the cortex can
result in loss of perception for red-green, yellow-blue or single colour categories (Barbur,

Veit, Plant,2005).
Visual input from the magnocellular pathway projects to the dorsal cortical visual
pathway, which is involved

in the visual control of movements, especially controlled

movements, such as reaching and grasping. In addition to the processing of luminance

information, the magnocellular pathway also operates relatively fast and has low spatial
resolution (Shipp, 2006). Although the dorsal visual stream does not seem

to play a

significant role in colour processing, aÍea V3, which is considered the first stage of the
dorsal pathway after V2 and

Vl,

has prominent connections

to visual areay4, and

has
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been implicated in detecting movement as defined by colour (Gegenfurtner, Kiper, and

Levitt,

1994:' Gegenfurtner, 2003).

Colour and Memory
The Neural Basis of Colour Memory: The neural substrates involved in colour

memory remain less understood. When complex colour patterns are encoded or
recognized, the lingual and fusiform gyri are activated, however, this activation is not
present during the retrieval of this information from memory (Roland and Gulyas, 1995).

As previously mentioned, different colour memory processes can be selectively lost as a

result of brain damage, suggesting that different colour processes may rely on distinct
neural networks. For example, Davidoff and.Ostergaard (1984) reported on a patient who

had impaired short-terrn memory for colour and colour anomia (colour naming deficit)

after suffering lesions to the left occipito-temporal cortex (lesions also included the
lateral and medial surfaces of the temporal lobe). Similarly, Schoppig, Clarke, Walsh,
Assal, Meuli and Cowey (1999) describe several brain damaged patients who had short-

term colour memory deficits in the absence of colour discrimination, colour naming
deficits, or impairments in verbal or visuo-spatial memory. However, they found that

if

a

patient had a colour naming deficit, their colour memory was also impaired. From these

lesion studies, these authours attribute the left and right inferior occipito-temporal
junction (including the lateral part of the fusiform gyrus) and the left occipito-parietal
convexity as contributing to colour short-term memory. Selective damage to these areas
has shown that colour memory can be affected despite intact colour discrimination or
colour constancy defi cits.
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Dissociations between colour perception and colour imagery have also been
reported. For example, De Vreese (1991) described a patient, MA, who has bilateral

extraskiate lesions and who shows preserved color perception but impaired colour
imagery. Shuren, Brott, Schefft and Huston (1996) describe a patient EH who has

bilateral temporo-occipital lesions that include the lingual and fusiform gyri. EH's

deficits include achromatopsia (impaired colour perception) with preserved colour
imagery. A double dissociation between colour perception and colour imagery is shown

when MA and EH's deficits are compared. Shuren et al. (1996) explain their findings

(MA and EH) by a dissociation of top-down and bottom-up processing in the visual
system for colour perception and colour imagery. A disruption of incoming visual input

to stored color representations, a bottom up process, would make one colour blind but

still able to

generate colour images (EH). While

a

disconnection

of

stored colour

representations, a top-down process, would leave one able to perceive but not imagine

colours (MA). These neuropsychological studies support that the neural network that sub
serves colour imagery

is partially dissociable from the network

subserving colour

perception.

Implicit and Explicit Colour Memory: As previously mentioned, colour has been
shown to be a stimulus attribute that is automatically encoded (Cave et al., 1996; Zimmer

and Steiner, 2003; Nijboer et al., 2006), and has been shown to influence both implicit

(Wippich and Mecklenbrauker, 1998) and explicit memory tasks (Zimmer et al., 2002),

as well as facilitate recognition for conectly coloured natural objects (Humphery,
Goodale, Jakobson, Servos, 1994; Vemon and Lloyd-Jones, 2003). Zimmer et al. (2002)
showed that explicit and implicit colour memories were highly correlated. These authours
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demonstrated that when participants could correctly explicitly recall the colour

of a

previously presented object, implicit memory was also good for that same object.
However, when objects could not be remembered explicitly, implicit memory was also
impaired. Indeed, Zimmer et al. (2002) suggest that implicit and explicit memory systems
are based on the same memory traces, both using part of the same structural network.
However, research has demonstrated deficits in explicit memory exclusive of any implicit
memory impairments (Faulkner & Foster, 2002). However, whether explicit and implicit

memory represent different operations with different neural mechanism or represent a

single functional continuum with explicit tasks being more cognitively demanding
remains unresolved (Faulkner & Foster, 2002).
Several studies have demonstrated the use of colour in implicit memory tasks. For
example, Wippich and Mecklenbrauker (1998) asked participants to select an appropriate

colour for a previously seen object, which was either a picture of that object or the
written word of an object. On a later test, participants were asked to choose the most
appropriate colour

for the object

depicted

or

referred

to by the word from

four

altematives. What they found was that regardless of how the object was depicted (either
congruent: picture or word from study to test; or incongruent: pictures are now words and

vice versa) a significant preference for the colour that the object was originally presented

in was shown. Given the effect of colour preferences on implicit tasks, Zimmer et al.
(2002) sought to establish how perceptually specific these effects were. These authours
presented participants with pictures of coloured objects, of which colour was relevant in
the study phase as it had to be named or rated on its appropriateness. ln a later test phase,

the same four colours that were used during the study phase were now each presented in
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two additional tones (i.e. red was presented as the original shade, a shade lighter and

a

shade darker), for a total of twelve colours, and participants had to select the colour they

thought would best fit the object (which was presented previously at study). What these
authours found was that participants selected the colours at a chance level. Specificity in

colour choice was not observed and a weak implicit memory effect for categorical colour
information (overall red) was seen.
Neuropsl¿choloeical Studies

for Implicit and Explicit Colour Memory: Studies

with neuropsychological patients who have impaired colour perception lend insight to
implicit colour processing in absence of explicit colour recognition. Nijboer et al., (2006)
investigated whether a colour agnosia (colour recognition deficit) patient continued to
process colour information

implicitly, despite the inability to explicitly recognize colours.

Assessing patient MAH, who suffers from developmental colour agnosia,

on

an

associative priming task and a reversed Stroop interference task, they found implicit
processing of colour primes facilitated MAH's performance on congruent trials at about

the same level of age and sex matched controls. These results suggest that colour is an
attribute that is processed implicitly since MAH was unable to explicitly use any colour

information. [n an immediate post-test MAH was unable to name any of the colour
primes or give examples of objects with particular colours. Additionally, results from the

Stroop task showed that MAH had normal "Stroop" interference. That is, MAH was
slower to read words (e.g., red) that were printed in incongruent coloured ink (e.g., blue

ink) than congruent coloured words, suggesting that he has access to implicit colourname associations. Taken together, the results from this study suggest that MAH,
although unable to explicitly use any colour information in recognition or recall tasks, has
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preserved implicit access to both colour-names and semantic associations with colour.

These authors suggest that the results indicate that there is a wide range
processing

of chromatic information, from low

perceptual levels

of implicit

to high association

levels, that occur despite impairments in explicit recall or naming of colour.

ln contrast to patient MAH who

has explicit colour recognition impairments,

Jakobson, Pearson and Robertson (2005) describe a patient QP, who has a selective

deficit in explicit colour memory. That is, QP has difficulty remembering a colour unless
she verbally encodes its name. Despite this

difficulty, QP has normal to superior colour

perception and colour naming, and does not have difficulties in reporting the colour

of

prototl,pical colours of natural objects depicted in black and white line drawings. It is her

ability to recall colours that were previously shown to her that is impaired (Jakobson et
a1.,2005; Pearson and Jakobson, 2006). Whether or not QP's implicit colour memory is
also affected is unknown.

Summary: Evidence from brain damaged individuals lends insights into the
different mechanisms underlying colour perception and colour memory. These studies
have shown that different colour processing mechanisms can be selectively impaired,
suggesting differential mechanisms underlying these processes. Investigations into how

colour influences implicit and explicit memory processes show that colour information
can, under some circumstances, facilitate memory in these paradigms. Additionally, it has

been suggested that implicit and explicit colour memory processes may rely on the same
memory traces.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the extent that implicit colour
memory reflects explicit colour memory functioning. That

is, does an inability

to

5l
explicitly recall specific shades of colour influence how learned colour-size associations
are integrated into visuomotor control and perceived object size? Previous research has
demonstrated that learned associations between object properties, such as weight and

size, can influence our pre-contâct movements when interacting with those objects.
However, this integration is not a conscious process. These cues are integrated implicitly

while we perform some other øsk with that object, such as lifting

it.

In the current study,

implicit colour memory was explored by investigating the effects of leamed colour-size
associations on visuomotor control and perceived object size þaradigm adapted from
Haffenden and Goodale, 2000; also see Study 1).

In this paradigm, colour is automatically associated to block size through repeated
interactions with colour coded objects that either belong

to a large or a small

size

category (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000). In the current study I had a unique opportunity

to work with a patient, QP, who has an explicit colour memory deficit (Jakobson et al.,
2005; Pearson and Jakobson, 2006). Because QP has problems remembering colours,

especially specific shades

of a colour, her perforrnance on colour-size learning

was

explored. ln other words, how her implicit systems integrate colour information into her

perceptions and actions and whether these processes reflect her explicit memory
functioning was investigated.
perceptual estimations

If QP shows specificity in her visuomotor control

for colour-size training, a

implicit memory would be observed. However,

if

and

dissociation ''between explicit and

this information is generalized to the

unhained colours, her implicit integration of these cues would seem to reflect her explicit
memory functioning.
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STUDY

2

The influence of leamed colour-size associations on visuomotor control
perceived object size was investigated

and

in both QP and controls by using the same

modified colour-size association paradigm as described

in Study 1. Due to a time

constraint with QP, however, she and the control participants performed the grasping task

immediately followed by the estimation task. This specific order of testing was chosen to

ensure that the visuomotor responses were

not contaminated by performing

perceptual task first as previous research has demonstrated tbat

a

the

reversed order

minimizes the effects of colour-size associations into visuomotor control (Haffenden and
Goodale,2002).
Based on previous research (Haffenden

& Goodale, 2000), it was expected

that

significant differences between the trained colours (dark red and dark blue) would
emerge. Specifically, the probe block matched in colour to the "large" category (dark red)

would elicit smaller sized grip scaling while grasping and smaller estimations of size
when compared to the probe block matched in colour to the "small" category (dark blue)

which would elicit larger grip scaling and size estimations. For the untrained lighter
colours,

if the visuomotor

and perception systems show good specificity for training on

the darker colours, then differences in grip aperture and manual estimations were not
expected to emerge. However,

if

these two systems use a more generalized grouping

strategy when relying on learned information, then training on the darker colours could

carry over to the lighter shades and grip aperture and manual estimations of size would
show the same colour-size association effects as the trained colours. The total time

of
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testing for this study was approximately one hour, a half-hour for each condition. All
materials and procedures are identical to Study 1.

METHODS
Participants
Controls: Seven age and sex matched control participants (age range

mean age

:

35-37;

: 36) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in

experirùent.

All participants

this

were screened for colour blindness (Dvorine pseudo-

isochromatic plates; Dvorine, 1953) and were shown to be strongly right-handed as
determined by a modified version of the Edinburg handedness inventory (Oldfield,

l97l;

Appendix B).

17,had suffered a concussion. For several weeks after this event, QP experienced loss

of

colour vision. Currently QP reports that she sees and dreams in colour, and does not have
problems perceiving colour in everyday life. It is QP's ability to remember colours that
she had previously seen that is impaired (Jakobson et al., 2005; Pearson and Jakobson,

2006). Investigations into QP's explicit colour memory have revealed several factors.
Delayed match to sample colour memory tasks have revealed that QP's ability to recall
colour, especially hues of yellow, green and red, is radically impaired after an 8 second

delay while her memory for blue remains unaffected. Additionally,

it

seems that her

memory for gteen is worse than her memory for red, and her memory for yellow is worse
than for blue, suggesting that her memory deficiencies may be asymmetrical around the
colour axes (Pearson and Jakobson, 2006). Despite memory impairments for colour, QP
does not display memory impairments for faces, digits, or textures. As well, she is able to
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mentally rotate and combine geomefric shapes in visual working memory without any
problems.

ANALYSIS
The dependent variables

in this study were maximum grip aperture

(MGA;

measured in mm) for the grasping condition and estimations of size (measured in mm) for

the estimation condition. The independent variable was the colour of the probe blocks
and had five levels (dark red, dark blue, light red, light blue and yellow). The dark red

and dark blue probe blocks were matched in colour to the large and small key blocks
respectively (trained colours), while the light red, light blue and yellow probe blocks
were untrained colours. To examine the influence of colour-size training, analyses were
carried out separately for QP and controls on the probe blocks at both pre- and post-

training sessions in both the grasping and estimation conditions. First, to ensure that the
colour of the probe blocks were not influencing MGA and manual size estimations before
colour-size training, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a within subject factor

of block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow) was computed on the
pre-training trials (for QP this was a single subject one-way ANOVA; her individual
trials were treated as their own mean). Second, to determine the influence of colour-size

training on MGA and manual size estimations, a second one-way repeated measures

ANOVA, with a within subject factor of probe block colour (dark red, light red, dark
blue, light blue, yellow), was computed on the post-training trials (again, this was a single
subject one-way ANOVA for QP; her individual trials were treated as their own mean).

To examine the specificity of

colour-s

ize training, pairwise comparisons between

the
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trained (dark blue and dark red) and untrained (light blue and light red) probe blocks
were planned for any significant main effects for both QP and controls.

To investigate whether QP's MGA and estimations were within the
confidence Intervals (CIs)

of the control participants, QP's mean

response

for

95%o

each

coloured block at pre- and post-training in both the grasping and estimation conditions
were converted to Z scores and compared to the 95Yo CI of the controls Z scores in each

condition.

RESULTS

Controls: Grasping
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant differences in grip
aperture across colours prior to training

[F(4,24): 7.75,p > .05]. Hence, prior to training

the colour of the block was not affecting grip scaling. After training, a separate one-way
repeated measr¡res ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of colour ïF(4,24)

p

:

:

2.7I,

.05; see Figure 4). Planned pairwise comparisons revealed that grip aperture for the

da¡k blue probe block was significantly larger

[t(6): -2.98,p

< .05] than grip aperture for

the dark red probe block (mean difference of 2.94 mm). Differences in gnp aperture

betweenthelightercolourswerenotobserved[(6):.15,p>.05;meandifferenceof.16 mm; see Figure 4).

QP: Grasping

A single subject one-way

repeated measures

ANOVA, with within subject factor

of probe block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow) was performed on
QP's pre-training trials. Results showed a significant main effect of colour [F(4,16)

:
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Figure 4: Depicts control's pre- and post-training grasping hials (mm) across the five
different coloured probe blocks. Error bars depict the standard error of the mean.
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4.22, p

a

.01J, thus differences

present prior

to

in MGA across the different coloured probe blocks were

colour-size training (see Figure 5). Paired sample t-tests revealed

significant differences between the light blue and yellow probe blocks (using bonferroni
correction formultiple comparisons)

[t(4):5.72,p <.05;

mean difference of 3.7 mm].

When compared to the 95o/o Cls demonstrated by controls, QP's perforTnance was within

this range while grasping the yellow, light red and light blue probe blocks, but outside
this range for the dark red and dark blue probe blocks (see Figure 6). That is, her MGA
for the darker colours was larger than that of the

95%o CIs

of controls MGA.

A single subject one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with within subject factor
of probe block colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow), was carried out

on QP's post-training trials, no significant differences in MGA across the different
coloured blocks [F(4,16)

:

1.97,

p:

.15] was found (see Figure 5). Thus, it appears that

training negated all differences that were present in QP's pre-training trials. The large
differences that were present between the light blue, yellow and dark blue probe blocks

pre-training were reduced

by half after training.

However, these differences were

mediated by changes in the dark blue and yellow, rather than changes in light blue which

only changed 1.30 mm from pre- to post-training (see Figure 5). V/hen compared to the
95o/o

Cls demonstrated by controls, QP's perfornance was within this range while

grasping all probe blocks post-training (see Figure 7).
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Figure 5: Depicts QP's pre- and post-training grasping trials (mm) across the five
different coloured probe blocks. Error bars depict the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 6: Bars depict QP's mean pre-training grasping response expressed as a Z-score.
The shaded region illustrates the 95%o confidence interval for the mean pre-training
grasping response made by the control participants. Z-scores that fall above the shaded
region indicate that QP's MGA was larger to that of the control participants.
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Fígure 7: Bars depict QP's mean post-training grasping r'esponse expressed as a Z-score.
The shaded region illustrates the 95o/o confidence interval for the mean post-training
grasping response made by the control participants. Z-scores that fall above the shaded
region indicate that QP's MGA was larger to that of the control participants, whereas zscores that fall below the shaded region indicate that QP's MGA was smaller relative to
controls'.

6l
Since QP was showing an abnormal grasping pattern pre-training, further analyses

were carried out to examine the relationship between the trained and untrained coloured
probe blocks more completely. To do this, QP's MGA for both the trained (dark red, dark

blue) and untrained (light red and light blue) blocks both before and after training were
looked at by directly comparing the differences in MGA for these contrasts. That is, the
difference between the trained (dark blue - dark red) and untrained flight blue

- light red)

colours were calculated at both pre- and post-training and directly compared. A positive
difference score is consistent with larger grip scaling for the blue blocks. At pre-training,
a difference of 1.82 mm wÍß present between the trained colours, while a difference of 3.60 mm existed between the unhained colours. After training these differences increased

to 3.26 mm and 2.66 mm respectively (see Figure 8). To fully examine this relationship

a

2 (colour: trained colours, untrained colours) x 2 (training: pre-training, post-training)
repeated measures ANOVA was carried out.
approached statistical significance [F(1

,4):

A

5.24,p

colour by training interaction that

:

.08] was found. This demonstrates

that the effect of training for the dark colours (dark blue-dark red) was comparatively
smaller than the effect of training for the light colours (light blue-light red; see Figure 8).

Paired samples t-test revealed that

at pre-training, a marginally

difference between the hained and untrained colours existed

difference between these pairs were present after haining.

significant

[t(4): 2.54,p:.06];

It

no

appears that colour-size

training influenced grip scaling in the same direction for both the trained and untrained
coloured probe blocks from pre- to post-training. That is, larger grip scaling was seen for

both the dark and light blue blocks compared to the dark and light red blocks
respectively. lnterestingly, it looks like these effects were primarily driven by changes in
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Figure 8: Illustrates QP's pre- and post- training difference scores (mm) while grasping.
Grip apernre for the trained (dark blue - dark red) and untrained (light blue - light red)
colours were compared, positive differences scores represent larger grip aperture for the
blue probe blocks, error bars depict the standard error of the mean. The hatched region
represents the 95yo CI of control participants for those same difference scores (dark bluedark red and light blue - light red) pre- and post-haining.
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the dark and light red blocks and the dark blue block from pre- to post-training (see
Figure 5). While there was an overall decrease in MGA across colours, a decrease of 5

mm and 8 mm was observed after training for the dark and light red probe blocks
respectively. While a comparable difference of 4 mm was observed in MGA for the dark
blue probe block for pre- to post-training, only a

I mm decrease

occurred for the light

blue block. tWhen compared to the 95o/o CI's of the control participants, QP's mean
difference score was outside that range for the untrained lighter colours both pre- and
post-haining (see Figure 8). This demonstrates that not only were there larger differences

in MGA between the untrained light blue and light red blocks when compared to the
trained dark blue and dark red blocks from pre- to post-training, but the overall
differences between the lighter unhained blocks \ /ere comparatively larger than controls
both pre- and post-training.

Controls: EstimatÍons

A one-way repeated

measures

ANOVA revealed that size estimations across the

five different coloured probe blocks were not significantly different lF(4,24): .26, p

)

.05] prior to training. Thus the colour of the blocks were not affecting perceived object
size. Post-fraining, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with a within subjects factor

of colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow), showed no significant effects
on perceived object

sizelF(4,24): 1.15,p >.05;

see Figure 91.

QP: Estimations

A single subject one-way

repeated measures

ANOVA, with within subject factor

of colour (dark red, light red, dark blue, light blue, yellow), revealed no significant main
effect of colour on size estimations pre-training [F(4,16) :3.22, p > .05; see Figure 10].
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When compared to the

95%o

CIs demonstrated by controls, QP's estimations fell well

above this range for all estimations (see Figure I

l).

After colour-size training, a separate

single subject one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with within subject factor of colour,
showed no main effect of colour on size estimations [F(4,16)

:

1.44,p >.05]. Thus, after

training QP was not estimating the different coloured probe blocks to be significantly
different from each other (see Figure

l0).

ÌWhen compared to the 95%o CIs demonstrated

by controls, QP's performance was again well above this range for all estimations
Figure 12).

(see
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FÍgure 9: Displays the pre- and post-training estimations of size (mm) for control
participants across the five different coloured probe blocks. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
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Figure 10: Displays estimations of size (mm) for QP across the five different coloured
probe blocks pre- and post-training. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 11: Bars depict QP's mean pre-training estimation response expressed as a Zscore. The shaded region illustrates ¡he 95% confidence interval for the mean pre-training
estimation response made by the control participants. Z-scores that fall above the shaded
region indicate that QP's estimations were larger to that of the control participants.
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Figure 12: Bars depict QP's mean post-training estimation response expressed as a Zscore. The shaded region illustrates the 95o/o confidence interval for the mean posttraining estimation response made by the control participants. Z-scores that fall above the
shaded region indicate that QP's estimations were larger to that of the control
participants.
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine the extent that implicitly leamed colour

size associations, as utilized by the perception and action systems, reflect explicit
memory functioning. What made this possible was evaluating the integration of these
cues in an individual, QP, who has an explicit colour memory deficit. This dissociation is

difficult to examine in healtþ individuals

because the two processes operate

in parallel

(Faulkner and Foster,2002); however, because QP has problems explicitly remembering

specific colours or shades

of

colours (with the exception

of blue) implicit

colour

processing could be directly pitted against her explicit colour memory deficit.

During the grasping task, QP showed immediate differences in her grip scaling
for the probe blocks. Speciflrcally, her MGA for the light blue probe block was quite a bit
smaller than the yellow, da¡k red and light red probe blocks, while her MGA for the dark
blue probe block was larger than for those blocks. Statistical analysis showed significant
differences in how she was reaching out to pick up these objects prior to training. What is

unclear is why these immediate differences are present since all of the blocks were the
same size. Additionally, QP's grip scaling was above the 95Vo CIs

of control participants

for grasping both the dark red and dark blue probe blocks. However, during her posttraining trials the differences apparent during her baseline measures disappeared and her

MGA while grasping the probe blocks were within the 95%o CIs of control participants.
Results also demonstrated larger differences between the lighter untrained coloured
blocks (light blue-light red) from pre- to post-taining compared to the darker trained
coloured blocks (dark blue- dark red). Additionally, the differences between the unhained

colours were outside

of the 95%o CIS of control dat¿. Thus, QP was showing larger
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differences in MGA for the lighter untrained colours when compared to controls before
and after training.

Although the differences between the trained (dark red and dark blue) and
untrained (light red and light blue) blocks were not statistically different after training,

the changes that occurred pre- to post-training are consistent with QP's explicit colour
memory deficit (memory for red but not bluç is compromised; Jakobson et a1.,2005;
Pearson and Jakobson, 2006). Indeed, during the grasping trials, QP's grip scaling for

both the trained and untrained red blocks are changing from pre- to post-training, but

only MGA for the trained dark blue block is changing from pre- to post-training (grip
scaling for the untrained light blue block is virnrally unchanged after training; see Figure
5). This suggests a generalized training effect for red but not blue.

For QP's controls, colour was shown to clearly influence grip scaling while
grasping after colour-size training. Whereas there were no significant differences in this

goup pre-training, colour-size training resulted in very specific influences in the posttraining trials. That is, training on the dark colours significantly influenced the matching
colours. Training did not bleed through to the lighter coloured untrained probe blocks.
These results demonstrate that

in normal controls, the visuomotor system depends on

very specific learned information for size calculations.

It

seems that performing the estimation task after doing the grasping task has

compromised the integration of learned cues into perceptual estimations. Both QP and

controls did not show the typical integration
estimations

of colour

to size during

manual

for either the trained and untrained colours. For both QP and

control

cues

participants, significant differences in size estimations were not present at pre- or post-
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training. Despite the similarities between these groups, QP's estimations were well above
the

95%o

CIs of controls both pre- and post-training. This demonstrates that overall, QP

had larger estimations for the blocks than that of the control population. Such individual

differences is not that surprising given that estimating the size of an object is not a task
that we do on a regular basis and individual variation during this task would be more
prevalent. Reaching and grasping, on the other hand, is a task that we do every day and
are quite good at. While QP was outside the 95%o CIs of controls across all coloured
blocks pre- and post-training for estimations, her grip aperture while grasping was within
this range for all blocks except the dark red and dark blue pre-training. Despite the overly
large estimations of the probe blocks relative to controls, this did not reflect an abnormal

estimation pattern across the different coloured probe blocks as QP's pre- and post-

training results were the same as that of the control participants. The null results for
estimations are somewhat surprising given that the perceptual system can typically
integrate learned perceptual cues under a variety

variations

of association paradigms, including

in object location (Haffenden and Goodale, 2002) and during

shape-size

associations (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000).

Chapter Summary

In this study the specificity of learned colour-size associations on the perception
and action systems was investigated in an individual, QP, who has difficulty explicitly

remembering colour. Because

our visuomotor system integrates learned

automatically and unconsciously, implicit memory
visuomotor system could be evaluated

cues

for colour as utilized by

our

in this individual. That is, implicit memory

functioning could be compared to QP's explicit memory processing. When QP's pre-
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training grip aperture is taken into account, it seems that training on the darker coloured
blocks influenced her grip aperture for both the trained and untrained lighter colours, with
the largest influence on the unhained colours. However, this effect was primarily driven

by changes in the trained (dark blue and dark red) and untrained light red probe blocks;
grip scaling for the light blue untrained block was virtually unaffected. Thus, consistent
with QP explicit memory functioning where she has very good memory for blue but not
for red, her implicit systems also seem to reflect these deficits. Similar to the specificity
shown for colour-size training with the blue colours in QP, age and sex matched conhols

also showed specificity for colour-size training. Significant differences between the
trained, but not the untrained, colours emerged. The integration of colour cues to size did

not influence either group during perceptual estimations. It seems that performing the
grasping task first precluded the incorporation of colour-size training for size estimations.
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Chapter 4
General Discussion
As outlined in this thesis, our interactions with familiar objects can be mediated
by properties that have been associated with certain characteristics of that object. Indeed,

in everyday situations coÍrmon object properties such as colour mediate whether we
would, for example, eat certain foods (green strawberry) or stop at a red haffrc light.
While some associations that influence behaviour are made at a conscious level, others
occur without conscious awareness. For example, colour as a cue to size has been shown

to influence both visuomotor control and our perceptions of object size. The purpose of

this thesis was to investigate several processes underlying learned
associations.

[n particular, how specific are learned

colour-size

associations as utilized

by our

visuomotor system? How do these cues influence our perceptions of those objects? And
what insights do these associations contribute to our understanding of memory processes?
Consistent with previous resea¡ch (Haffenden and Goodale, 2000), in Study

l,

the

perceptual system was shown to make use of learned information when that information

reliably predicted object size. What was discovered in this study, however, was that this
information was generalized to include lighter shaded untrained coloured objects. Thus,

for perception a more

generalized perceptual grouping strategy

is present for

the

integration of colour cues to size. For this paradigm, these same cues were not integrated

into visuomotor control in Study
observed

in visually guided

l. In Study 2, however,

specificity of training was

grasping. Below, the integration

of

learned perceptual

associations in the perception and action systems, as well as the functioning of implicit
and explicit memory during these processes is discussed.
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Perceptual Estimations: The Influence of Learned Perceptual Associations
The ventral cortical visual pathway is involved in perception of objects as well as

with more cognitive processes such as imagining, planning, and memory (Goodale, 1998;

Milner, 1998; Milner

& Goodale, 1995).

These perceptual mechanisms allow us to

establish long-term representations of objects, of which, can most likely be utilized by

both the perception and action systems (Haffenden

&

Goodale, 2000). Additionally,

these long term representations ensure that the extrinsic properties

of

maintained across different viewing conditions and object consistency

objects are

is

obtained

(Goodale & Haffenden, 1998).

In Study l, leamed colour cues to size were generalized by the perceptual system.
This type of generalized grouping strategy is consistent with ventral stream processing,
which is thought to rely on features that are diagnostic of conceptual categories (Choplin

& Medin, 1999).lndeed, colour

has been shown to be processed categorically (Franklin,

Clifford, Williamson, Davies, 2005). This type of processing allows for the identification
of novel stimuli into members of certain groups which can then be generalizedto similar
stimuli in the environment (Franklin et al., 2005; Keri, 2003). For example, in the present
colour-size paradigm, both shades of blue were associated to the smaller sized blocks

while both shades of red were associated to the larger blocks. As a result, perceptual
distinctions between specific shades

of

colours were not observed after colour-size

training. Similar to these results, Zimmer et al. (2002) demonstrated that when a specific
colour was associated to a picture at encoding, at a later test phase, when varying shades

of

these colours were introduced and participants were required

to select the most

appropriate colour for the picture, specificity in colour choices was not observed (the
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varying shades were picked as often as the trained colour). However, a weak implicit
memory effect for categorical colour information (overall red) was seen. Although only

specific shades

of colour were encoded or associated to the picture, colour was

generalized within colour categories to include the'l¡ntrained" shades. During perceptual
estimations of size, this same generalized strategy was obseñed. Although participants in

this study did not have to pick a specific colour for the object, presentation of colour
categories influenced size judgments in a similar manner.

Visuomotor Control: The Influence of Learned Perceptual Associations

The dorsal cortical visual pathway is involved in moment-to-moment visual
control of skilled movements directed at objects (Goodale, 1998; Goodale
1992; Milner

&

&

Milner,

Goodale, 1995). The mechanisms guiding visual movements are quite

separate from those mediating our perceptions

of the world. When interacting with

objects in our environment we need specific information so that our movements are well

formed and accurate. As previously mentioned, relying on learned perceptual information

to

recover stored movement parâmeters reduces the need

for specific metrical

calculations each time that we interact with familiar objects. The use
increases the efficiency of visuomotor programming (Haffenden

& Goodale, 2000) and

reduces the computational load of the visuomotor system (Haffenden

2002). As we have

of these cues

seen, ventral stream processing relies on

perceptual grouping strategy when integrating leamed information;

& Goodale, 2000;

a more

generalized

it makes sense that

our visuomotor system would not be able to afford such generalizations. While Study
did not demonstrate the use of such cues, controls in Study 2 showed very specific use
learned information.

1

of
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The use of specific information shows how selective and accurate visuomotor
control is. Relying on specific information effectively optimizes interactions as to reduce
miscalculations in grasp parameters that would otherwise occur. Research has shown that
when novel objects of unknown weights are encountered, visuomotor control falls back
on a "default" assumption of weight that is within a range that has been associated with
other objects of similar size and properties. However, upon interaction with these objects,

robust and accurate memory representations related to the weight of the new object
develops quickly (Gordon et al., 1993). These authors suggest that accurate memory
representations allow

for quick and precise manipulations of these objects so a strict

reliance on moment-to-moment sensory feedback is not required each time that object is
encountered (Gordon et al., 1993).

Conclusions: Perception, Action, and Learned Associations
The results from this thesis not only lend insight into how the visuomotor and
perceptual systems interact with one another, but also how they are different when

relying on the same information. Much of the past research in this area has been aimed to
support the different functions

of vision:

perception vs. action. However, these two

streams are not completely dissociable from each other and work together

in everyday

functioning for proficient and successful behaviour. The extent of the interactions that
occur between these two systems is a relatively new area that has emerged. The results

from this thesis contribute to our understanding of the specificity of processing within
these systems when relying on the same perceptual associations.
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Memory and Learned Associations

In Study 2, the influence of colour-size associations in an individual who has a
deficit in explicit colour memory was investigated. This patient, QP, can accurately name
the colour of objects (e.g., red), however,

if

you take that object out of her visual field

and present her with various shades of that colour (red) a short time later, her ability to

recognize the original shade is impaired (Jakobson et al., 2005; Pearson and Jakobson,

2006). This study sought to determine whether an individual who carurot explicitly
remember sþecific shades

of colour would

integrate specific colour information into

visuomotor control? Furthermore, would her perception of object size reflect a more
generalized colour-size association, as would be consistent with her explicit colour
memory functioning?
When tested, QP showed significant differences in her gnp aperture pre-training.

Her grasps towards the light blue probe block were smaller than for all other blocks.
Although QP's gtip scaling was not significantly different across the different coloured
blocks post-training, the pattern that emerged between the different coloured blocks was
consistent with training

in this paradigm. That is, differences that were in the

same

direction were apparent between the dark red and dark blue and the light red and light
blue probe blocks. Grip scaling was larger for both the blues when compared to the red

probe blocks. However, the differences present between the lighter untrained colours
were primarily mediated by changes in the light red probe block from pre- to post-

training. The lighter untrained blue was virtually unaffected. This pattem of results
suggests that QP was showing specificity

in training for the colour blue, but not red.

Such a divergence in performance between these colours would be consistent with QP's
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explicit colour memory deficit

as her memory

for blue is intact. Thus, the integration of

colour into QP's visuomotor system seems to reflect her explicit performance with colour

information. Since the integration
automatically,

it

of

colour cues into visuomotor control happens

appears that QP's deficit

in explicit colour memory is also reflected in

her implicit systems.

Dissociations between the specificity

have been demonstrated

of implicit and explicit memory

in priming and recall paradigms.

systems

Research has shown that

explicit systems are sensitive to changes in object attributes from study to
presumably
Cooper,

test,

to enable objects to be distinguished from one another (Biederman and

l99l;

Cooper, Schacter, Ballesteros, and Moore,1992; Zimmer,1995). Implicit

systems, on the other hand, have been shown to display a lack of perceptual specificity

for feature changes such as size, location, transformations in pattem, left-right reflection,
and colour (Biederman and Cooper, 1991; Cave et al., 1996; Cooper et al, 1992); unless

such changes compromise the ability to identify an objects shape (Cave et al., 1996;

Vernon and Lloyd-Jones, 2003). However, some research has suggested that specificity

within implicit systems exists when specific information is necessary for effective
performance. Indeed, Cave et al. (1996) suggest that implicit tasks can be perceptually
sensitive but in ways that reflect the demands of the task. For example,

shape

is

if identification of

unreliable, additional physical attributes would be expected

performance.

If

to influence

these physical attributes become relied on for the identification of that

object, specificity in processing would be observed as

it is critical for identification. A

lack of perceptual specificity may be observed in implicit tasks because such changes in
object attributes are irrelevant to task performance. In the present paradigm, colour was a
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critical aspect to task performance. The association of a specific colour to a respective
size category became relied on as a cue to that size category. The reliance on this specific

information was reflected

in

task performance (visuomotor control) for control

participants Study 2 and for QP with the colourblue.
Despite documented cases of dissociations between explicit and implicit memory
(see Faulkner

& Foster, 2002) the reliance of implicit functioning on explicit memory has

been previously demonstrated. Zimmer et al. (2002) found that when participants could

correctly explicitly recall the colour of a previously presented object, implicit memory
was also good for that same object. However, when objects could not be remembered

explicitly, implicit memory was also impaired. These authors have suggested that impticit
and explicit memory systems could be based on the same memory traces, utilizing part

of

the same structural network. In QP, specific explicit colour memory representations are
not present. The absence of this precise explicit memory (for red) is also reflected in her

implicit representations when integrated into visuomotor control. These results

suggest

that implicit colour representations depend on explicit colour memory functioning.

Colour-size training
estimations

of

size.

It

did not influence QP's

perforrnance during perceptual

could be the case that doing the grasping task first

has

compromised the integration of these cues into size estimations. lndeed, data from QP's
controls show that colour-size training did not significantly influence size estimations for

either the trained or unhained colours. Perhaps a change in the task demands (i.e.
reaching and grasping to estimations) prevented perceptual cues being integrated into size
estimations
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Conclusions: Memory and Learned Associations
QP's rare colour memory deficit has provided a unique opportunity to investigate
the extent that implicit memory processes rely on explicit memory functioning. Because
these two memory systems operate

in harmony in normal controls, the extent that these

two processes rely on each other is hard to dissociate. The results from this study provide

support that implicit memory systems

for colour rely on explicit colour memory

functioning for information integrated into visuomotor control. Whether this
reliance

same

will be observed in QP for other implicit colour memory tasks has yet to be

determined.

Future Directions
Results from both Study

directions

I

and Study

2

lead.

to some very interesting future

in this area. First, the existence of two different training

integration

of

effects for the

leamed colour-size associations into visuomotor conhol has been

considered throughout this thesis and is an effect that could be deciphered. For example,

using a similar paradigm one could try to manipulate different directions in training by

telling participants specifically how to make these associations and try to bias their
response

in one direction or another. Second, the generalization in colour-size training

that was observed in the estimation task for Study
example,

it

I

could be further explored. For

would be interesting to determine how many perceptual steps the lighter

shaded untrained objects have to be before the perceptual system

will not

generalize

within colour categories. Third, results for QP in Study 2 suggest that implicit systems
are relying on explicit colour memory functioning.

It would be interesting to change the

colours in this paradigm to include two colours that she has impaired explicit memory for

8t
and see

if

these cues are

still generalized within colour categories when incorporated into

visuomotor control. Additionally, it would also be interesting to carry out the estimation

task alone in this participant to explore more fully what is going on in this system.
Fourth, future studies with both QP and controls, that examine the specificity of learned
associations

in

contribution

to this literature. Finally, since perceptual

other domains, such as colour-cues

to weight, would also be
categonzation

is thought

a

to

depend on the expertise of the observer (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, Anderson, 2000),

it

would be interesting to investigate these learned associations in a group of participants
who have either in-depth colour knowledge, such as artists or interior designers, or who

are trained to discriminate between varying shades of colours as

to

see whether

differences between the perception and action systems are still present.

General Conclusions
The studies outlined in this thesis are the first to investigate the specificity of
leaned perceptual associations within the perception and action systems as well as the

functioning of implicit colour memory processes involved in visuomotor control. These
studies have not only shown dissociations in the way that learned perceptual information

is utilized by the perception and action systems, but have also lent insight into the role

of

implicit and explicit memory functioning during these processes. These findings
demonstrate that, following practice, learned colour-size associations can exert a very

specific influence on visuomotor control but are generalized within the perceptual
system. Additionally, insights from QP revealed that during these processes, implicit

memory functioning reflects explicit memory processes. That is,

in the absence of

specific explicit colour memory, implicit colour-size associations were also impaired. It
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seems that the successful integration

of leamed colour

colour processing and the reliability

of these cues.as predicting an important

informatior.r depends on both
object

dimension such as size.

In

everyday life, the associations built up

by our visuomotor system occur

naturally through interactions with objects that we encounter on a regular basis, such as

our toothbrush or favourite coffee mug. The research outlined in this thesis provides
insights into how specific these associations are as well as how quickly such associations
are established. Our unconscious reliance on perceptual associations allows for quick and

accurate manipulations of objects that we encounter on a regular basis. These built up
associations reduce the need to consistently and habitually calculate the precise properties

of evéry object that we encounter.
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APPENDIX A
Informed consent form
You have shown interest in participating in a research study or research studies
conducted by Dr. Pauline Pearson of the University of Winnipeg, Dr. Lorna Jakobson of
the University of Manitoba and Dr. Jonathan Marotta of the University of Manitoba. In
this study, participants are asked to make judgments about, recall, or pick up
objects/stimuli that are smaller than your hand. Some of these stimuli may be presented
on a computer monitor. It is important that individuals participating in this test have
normal detail and colour vision. To make sure participants meet these requirements, two
tests will be administered at the beginning of this study. An eye chart form which you
will be asked to read letters will be used to test your ability to see det¿il or your acuity.
Ishihara plates that show coloured numbers will be used to test for colour vision
problems. These studies will take about I to 1.5 hours of your time to complete. The
techniques that are used are no-invasive, standard measurement techniques that will not
cause any discomfort to you. You are permitted to t¿ke breaks if you need to rest your
eyes or need to ask a question. Ifyou do have any questions or need to take a break, you
can ask the experimenter at any time.
The information from this study will further our understanding of visual
perception and the accuracy with which people can perceive and remember objects and
characteristics of objects. The results from your testing session will be kept strictly
confidential. All the information collected from you will be saved in dat¿ files on the
computer. An identiffing code number will be assigned to your information and your
name will not be used in scoring your results.
If you have any questions, please do not hesit¿te to ask the experimenter, Dr.
Pearson, Dr. Jakobson, or Dr. Marotta at any time during the study or call us at the
numbers below. The research Ethics Committee of the Psychology Department and the
University of Winnipeg Senate has approved this study. Contact information for the
chairs of the ethics committees is also listed below. If you have any questions about how
this research in being conducted, you may discuss these concerns with them. You are free
to stop participating in the study at any time, if you choose to do so. If you chose not to
participate in this study, there will be no penalty and you will receive your partial course
credit if you are in introductory Psychology student. The time you have take to consider
participating in this study is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Contact information
Experimenters: P.Pearson (786-9853) or L.Jakobson (474-6980) or J.Marotta (474-7057)
Chair of the Psychology Ethics Committee Gary Rockman
789-9404
Chair of the Senate Ethics Committee
Laura Sokal
786-99ts
Please indicate one of the following:
I am l8 years ofage orolder

!
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fJ I am younger than 18 years of age (If this applies you must have a copy of the
parental consent form signed by a parenlguardian)
Please check one of the following
f, I do agree to participate in the study described above
I do NOT agree to participate in this study

!

Name (please print)
Date:

:

Signature:
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APPENDIX B
Demographics Questionnaire

ID

Sex:

Age:_
Do you have normal or corrected to normal vision?
Handedness lnventory: Which hand do you use to do the following?

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Throw a ball. L/R
Brush your teeth. L/R
Eat soup with a spoon. L/R
Comb your hair. L/R
Cut bread with a knife. L/R
Swing tennis/badminton racquet or bat. L/R
Hammer a nail. L/R
Point to something accurately. L/R
Write your name. L/R

Is there anything you do consistently with your left hand?
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APPENDIX C
Debriefing Sheet

In this study, you were asked to make judgments and recall information about colours,
textures, and objects to help us gain further understanding of colour and texture
perception and memory. It was important in this study that participants had normal acuity
and normal colour vision. To make sure participants met these requirements, two tests
were administered at the beginning of the study. The eye chart from which you were
asked to read letters tested your ability to see det¿il or your acuity. The Ishihara plates
with the coloured numbers were used to test for colour vision problems. If you still have
any questions about how these tests work or your performance on these tests, please ask
the experimenter.
The colours, textures, and objects presented were used to gain information about
how accurate people arc at discriminating and recalling stimuli. Tests in these studies
include tests of immediate, working, and delayed memory. Investigations have shown
that our ability to grasp objects, or recall and combine information may be influenced by
the colour of the stimulus, the information provided about the object, and the instructions
given to the participants. Your data will be used to establish normative ranges to enable
us to identiff memory problems in other participants.
If you have any questions regarding this research, please ask the experimenter.
The research ethics committees of the Psychology Department and University of
Winnipeg Senate have approved this study. Contact information for the chairs of the
ethics committees is also listed below. If you have any concerns bout the way in which
this study was conducted, you may discuss it with them. The time you have taken to
participate in this study is greatly appreciated. Thank you for helping to further our
understanding of the perception and recall of colours, textures, and objects. Your
assistance is greatly appreciated.
Contact information
Experimenters: P.Pearson (786-9853) or L.Jakobson (474-6950) or J.Marott¿ (474-7057)
Chair of the Psychology Ethics Committee Gary Rockman
789-9404
Chair of the Senate Ethics Committee
Laura Sokal
786-991s
Selected References related to memory, colour, and grasping:

M.4.,

P

J.w., &. Gabbino, (1997). Attenuating verbal
overshadowing through color retrieval cues. Journal of Experimental Psychologt:
Learning, Memory and Cognition, 23,915-931.
Haffenden, A. M., & Goodale, M. A. (2002). Learned perceptual associations influence
visuomotor programming under limited conditions : kinematic consistency.
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